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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The problem of an sidequate supply of qualified personnel in the public schools of America is not a new one.
The problem of what is considered adequate or sufficient to
assure that the school children receive the greatest benefits from their schooling has been debated since the inception of public education in America*
In the earlier schools and in many states today the
tax system and budgeting practices to a large extent may determine how many teachers and administrators are employed
by individual school \mits. Most states, however, have tried
to set up soae form of equalization or foundation program
within the state to balance the extremely poor and the extremely wealthy districts.

Most states have been quick to

recognize that some type of program of this nature is a necessity if equal educational opportunities are to be provided,
With the problem of taxation, and attempts to equalize educational opportimlties, have come many questions concerning
an adequate number of certificated personnel for the maximum
results from the educational program.
The State of New Mexico is no exception on the problem of taxation and allotment of certificated personnel by
legal statutes.

Each legislative session since I923 has been

confronted with the possibility of change concerning allotment.

The present law in New Mexico was enacted in 1923-

Since then many changes have taken place, both as to need
X

and statutory ehanges*

Since the present laws and aotuaX

praotioes on oertifieated personnel are in confXiot, there
has been a feXt need for a study in the state to bring the
two into agreement and at the same time to project into the
provisions present and future needs of the public schools
of New Mexieo,
The State Department of Education, the New Mexico
Education Association, the State School Budget Auditor^
and the New Mexico School Administrators Association have
aXX urged that such a study be undertaken in order that
the legal machinery may then be set in operation to bring
about needed changes in the aXXotment of certifioated personnel for the public schools of New Mexico, With the encouragement from these groups and individuals this study
was undertaken with the pledge of oooperation and assistance
from them.

There is reason to doubt the adequacy of certificated personnel alloted by legal provisions to meet present
day educational needs of the school children in the public
schools of New Mexico, This inadequacy is due to the fact
that there are too few teachers because of legal limitations
on the number alloted; supervisory personnel must be counted against the teacher allotment, and extra personnel is
allowed only when there is a cash balance in the maintenance
funds*

In some cases the practice of employing more person-

nel than the statutory provisions specify has arisen in the

3
state .^ There is a need to bring the XegaX allotment ausd actual practice into balance and to make plans for other personnel required now and in the future,
Puypopes stL P^P

§ii2i^

The study has the foXXowing general purposes:
X*

To study the relationship between the current
statutory provisions for certifioated personnel and the actual employment practices*

2*

To study the adequacy of the statutory provisions for certificated personnel in terms of
pupil-teacher ratio,

3*

To recommend ohanges and modifications that
are believed necessary to correct the situation, in order to promote the educational opportunities and welfaz»e of children and youth
in the public schools of New Mexico,
N g ^ jCsn ;y3£. ^t^u4y

Although the statutes of New Mexico concerning the
public schools have been changed or modified at every session
of the legislature since statehood was granted in 1912,
many of the laws governing the certificated personnel for
the public schools are outmoded,

A perusal

of the statutes

reveals that municipal superintendents, principals, supervisors, and other administrative personnel for the schools
are not mentioned by title or heading for allotment purposes.
Provisions are made for a certain number of teachers

according to average daily attendance, and aXthoU£^ this
Xaw has been changed many times, no attempt has been made to
determine aotuaX needs for certificated personnel under
present accepted educational standards,
Qiapter X78 of the Laws of X947 authorized that a
survey of the schooXs of New Mexico be made under the direction of the school

Educational Survey Board*^

In X948, the

state board selected the Division of Surveys and Field Services of George Peabody College for Teachers, NashviXX^,
Tennessee to conduct the survey.

This group made the sur-

vey which resulted in some legislative changes during the
legislative session of X949; however, much of the foundation
work accomplished by the group was never implemented into
Xaw*

This is the only systematic study conducted to date

of the schools of New Mexico,
The State Department of Education, the State School
Budget Auditor, the New Mexico Education Association, and
the New Mexico School Administrators Association were aXX
contacted by letters and by personal interviews concerning
the problem of this study and in turn each of them expressed
a need and pledged their full cooperation*.
In view of the foregoing, the need is apparent to
re-study the actual laws and practices that have grown
up over a long period of time, as far as the allotment of
certificated personnel for the public schools of New
Mexico is concerned.
^ tf^wj 9f N§ji Mexico. (Sclifani Printing Company, •
Santa Pe, New Mexico, 1948), P. 372.

This study is limited to the pubXio sohooXs of
the State of New Mexico*

The study deals with the sohooX

Xairs pertaining to the employment of certified personnel
tor

the public sohooXs and does not include non-certified

persozmeX who are employed by the public sohooXs.

A comparison between the state laws pertaining to
the employment of certificated personnel and the actual empXipyment practices for the school year X956-*57t as shown by
the records in the State School ^dget Auditor's Office and
the State Department of Education Office, is given.
Practices from other selected states and the Judgments of educational authorities who have set standards for
the number of professional personnel will be analyzed. The
National Education Association and its many divisions, the
United States Office of Education, and the five Regional
Accrediting Associations are among those who have set standcu:*ds for certificated personnel.

Finally, recommendations

are Submitted that.are believed to be necessary for the^ improvement of New Mexico public schools.

This study assumes that the serious discrepancies
that exist between the legal provisions and actual employment of certificated personnel in New Mexico schools can be

correoted*

It further assuimes that the present provisions

for aXXoting sohooX personnel under New Mexico Xaws are inadequate and that z*esuiting teacher pupiX ratios do not compare favorably with standards set up by accrediting associations practices, with other standards in other states, and
are incompatible with avaiXabXe research findings and conclusions as well as the experienced Judgement of leading
educational authorities*
Other assumptions which are considered basic are
the foXXowing J
X.

There is a direct reXationship between the
quaXity of the educational program of a school
and the quaXity of its professional personnel.

2*

There is a reXationship between teacher efficiency and the number of pupiXs being taught
in a class.

3.

The teaching as weXX as the overall efficiency
in a school system is materially affected by
the adequacy of the number of administrative,
supervisory, and teaching personnel.

The data for this study have been secured and compiled from the following sources:
1.

The State Department of Education of New Mexico

2.

The State School Budget Auditor of New Mexico.

3.

The New Mexico Education Association.
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4*

The New Mexico SohooX Administrators Association,

5*

The New Mexico SohooX Study Council.

6.

The National Education Association and its
Divisions.

7.

Five Regional Aocrediting Associations*

8.

The Committee for The White House Conference
on Education*

9«

Recent literature and t^eXated research studies
in the field.

XO,

Resource persons who are authorities in the
field of education,

XX*

Resource persons who are familiar with the
probXems of education in New Mexico,

The term professional personnel^ as used in this
study, refers to all certificated personnel employed in the
public schooXs of New Mexico and includes:

Superintendents,

Assistant Superintendents, Business Managers, Curriculum
Directors, Personnel Directors, Directors of Special Activities, Audio Visual Directors, Supervisors, Principals,
Nurses, Visiting Teachers, classroom Teachers, and any other
categories found in the public schools of the state which
require a certificate from the State Department of Education
and must be accounted for to the State School Budget Auditor*
gffY^gy oL Related Research
The literature in books, periodicals, studies, and

8
dissertations concerned with the actual problem of statutory provisions for adequate certificated personnel in the
public schools of New Mexico is limited in scope.

On the

other hand, studies concerned with the problem of adequate
personnel in the public schools, teacher loads, and proper
administration are quite plentiful*
The survey "Public Education in New Mexico", made
by the George Peabody College in 1948, provided recommendations concerning administrative organization, needed personnel, and reduction of the classroom load,^ The study shows
that the present administrative units are too small to offer
the desired educational program for the school children of
New Mexico. Attention was called to the fact that New Mexico needs to give serious consideration to some of the current
administrative practices, particularly with reference to the
supervision of instruction, library service, health service,
and business administration.
was stressed.

The need for guidance personnel

One of the major problems recommended to be

solved according to the Peabody Survey was the reduction of
the teacher-pupil ratio.
The Research Division of the National Education
Association in April, 1944, published a bulletin,
"Proposals for Public Education In Postwar America"3 in
^ Division of Surveys and Field Services, George
Peabody College for Teachers, Public Education in I^ew i^exlco.
(Nashville, Tennessee, 1948), pp. I-I69.
-^ National Education Association, Research Bulletin,
"Proposals for Public Education In Postv;ar America", Bulletin.
Vol. XXII, No. 2, (Washington, D . C , April 1944), pp. 53-57.
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which an attempt is made to determine what the staff of
professional employees should actually consist of in the way

of number and type for the public schools of the United States.
The necessity of an adequate administrative staff is stressed
if a successful school is to be operated.

The operation of

such a school envisions specially trained, well-qualified
principals for each 12 teachers and a pupil-teacher ratio of
1 to 25. The study reveals that a counselor should be provided for approximately every 500 pupils and a librarian
for approximately the same number should be provided.
Nurses, guidance officers, visiting teachers, and a psychologist are considered as necessities in present day schools.
The Educational Policies Commission has published two
companion volumes to assist in the development of long-range
plans for the public schools in America.

The first, pertain-

ing to secondary schools, "Education for All American Youth"
was published in 1944 but was revised in 1952 under the title
of "Education for All American Youth—A Further Look."^ The
other volume^ "Education for All American Children", was published in 1948.^

In both Instances these books were designed

to serve as guide lines in the establishment and operation of
public schools in America.

The theme of both publications

portrays the true function of schools in America today in

^ Educational Policies Commission, Education For AXi
American Youth—A Further Look. National Education Association,
(Washington, D,C,, 1952), 382 pp.

^ Educational Policies Commission, Education For All
American Children. National Education Association, (Washington,
B.C., 1948), 279 pp.
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meeting the probXems of aXX ohiXdren and youth from the
handioapped to the gifted.

In order to meet these needs an

adequate staff must be secured to handle the probXems of
each pupiX*
The American Association of SohooX Administrators in
1952 seXeoted for its annual pubXioation "The Ameriean
SohooX Superintendency,"^ in which suggestions were given
eonoeming the organization of sohooXs of various sizes
and types. One of the major conclusions drawn in this work
was that sufficient personnel must be provided to carry out
the operational functions of sohooXs. The operational fimctions are given as instruction, personnel« business and
auxiliary services. One of the primary probXems presented in this publication was that of inadequate personnel to
carry on the sohoo). program.
The National Elementary Principals JoumaX in
February, 1955» carried an article, "Behind Each Classroom•',7
whioh dealt with research that the Research Division
of the National Education Association had prepared in trying to determine what was necessary in the way of staff to

6 American Association of School Administrators, The
American .gatiaal ?ttP^ra.fiUM<?fi<?y» T h i r t i e t h Yearbook. National
Education Association, (Washington, D,C,, 1952), 444 pp.
"^ National Elementary Principals Association, "Behind
Each Classroom", National BX^w^l^^rftry Pr^p;iPftXe JZ2U£Q£LI»
Vo. XXXIV, No, 5 , National Education Association, (Washington,
D,C., February, 1955), PP« X5-X8.
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carry on an elementary schooX program.

This article outlines

the correct number and type of personnel according to their
research to operate effectively and efflcientiy the elementary program of schooX work.

The standards suggested by this

research are so vital that they wiXl be given in their entirety in this study.
Many studies have been made to try to determine the
effectiveness of teaching according to the niamber of pupils
in a classroom.

An experiment was carried out by four doctoral

students and their dissertations were written on this problem
under the guidance of Dr, Henry J. Otto of the University
of Texas at Austin, Texas in 1953-

^ © relevant facts of

these dissertations were summarized in a book, "CXass Size
Factors in Elementary SchooXs".°

The findings and compari-

sons made by these students are quite enlightening on the
subject of pupil-teacher ratio and teacher load*

The find-

ings did not reveal small classes as possessing the expected
distinctive advan:bages over large classes.

Small classes

did haverthe possibility of more frequent contacts between
the teacher and pupil which gave the opportunity for more
careful guidance in the learning and development of each pupil*

It was conceded by these investigators that individual

differences were better cared for in the small classes and that
there was a need for further research on the problem of
class size.

^ Henry J. Otto, C^^^g ^XZS. ^ftptprs la SXem^ntftry
School^sf Bureau of Laboratory Schools, Publication No. 4,
University of Texas Press, (Austin, Texas, 195^) 156 pp.
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The U. S, Office of Education, Research Division,
has several oirouXars on the problem of oXass size, of whioh
two in particular are appropriate to this study.

These

two circulars, edited by EXXsworth Tompkins, are "Large and
SmaXX Classes in Secondary SohooXs", and "CXass Size in
the Larger High SchooXs J 9 and both deal with the problem
of needed personnel. The findings in both cirouXars stated
that smaller classes provided an opportunity for closer relationship and imderstanding between teacher and pupil, for
greater individual attention, and for the teacher to adequately check the written work of pupiXs, The study failed
to reveaX sufficient evidence to prove that pupils actually
Xeam better in smaXX classes^ which pointed up the need for
more research and study on the problem.
The Research Division of the National Education
Association has made many studies and published many bulletins on the matter of teacher load and attendant problems.
Perhaps one of the most revealing was the one of November,
3*939, on "The Teacher Looks at Teacher Load",^^

The teachers

responding in this study stated that the greatest problem
with large classes was that there was no time to get acquainted with individual pupils and there was no opportunity to give each of them the help they needed.

The problems

9 Ellsworth Tompkins, Class Size XSL t}r^e Larger High
School. 29 pp. hQ£SS, S M ^mll <?Xflgaep Xa ^ p o q ^ ^ y s^j^^sisla.,
30 pp. Circulars 305 and 306, Federal Security Agency, Office of Education, (Washington, D . C , 1949).
^^ National Education Association, "The Teacher Looks
at Teacher Load", Research Bulletin. Vol, XVII, No. 5,
(Washington, D,C,, November 1939). PP. 224-279*
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of class management, class organization, class control, and
pupil discipline were among those frequently mentioned by
the teachers in handling large classes.
Almost every student of education knows that practically every book that has been written concerning school
administration has something to say about the teaching staff
and the amount of personnel needed for the operation of
schools.

One approach to the problem of teacher load is by

use of a formula; Harl R. Douglass of the University of
Colorado, in his book, "Organization and Administration of
Secondary Schools"j*^*^ gives such a formula for figuring
teacher load.
The most recent information on education in America,
as propounded by a large group of both lay and professional
people, is found in "A Report to the President"•'•^ by the
Committee for the White House Conference on Education.
This report reflects the combined thinking of laymen and
educators from across the nation as they met and discussed
the problems of school organization and supplying adequate
personnel to staff the public schools of America as a part
of their assignment.
The research summarized above indicates that the

^^ Harl R. Douglass, Organization ^nd Administration
of oecondarv Schools, revised, (Boston, Mass., 1945) ppl06-153
^^ Superintendent of Documents, The Committee for
the White House Conference on Education^, A Report t^. the
President. U. S. Government Printing Office, (Washington,
D . C , April, 1956) 124 pp.
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probXems of eXass size and teaoher load have not been jresoXved.

AXX of the reXated research studied stressed the

need for further study on the probXems of pupiX-teacher ratio and adequate personnel to meet the needs of pupiXs,

Can

the objectives of citizenship, seXf-adJustment, and skiXX
in the three "R's" be obtained in overcrowded classes?

After a thorough investigation of the problem, an
attempt is made to set up the necessary information which
should lead to the proper XeglsXation to aXXow for adequate
personnel duXy certified to staff the public schools of New
Mexico*

The purpose of an adequate number of personnel

should be to provide the best educational opportunities possible for the children and youth of New Mexico*
M^t^h,Q4Ql9g.Y
The descriptive method is employed in giving a
historical survey of the statutory provisions and the time
of their passage for certificated personnel in the public
schools of New Mexico,

The anaXytioal method is used in the

discussion of the laws which have a direct bearing on this
study,
A causal-comparative method for showing the present
practices of employment of certificated personnel for the
school year 1956-57 is used.

The discrepancies between the

actual practices and the legal provisions will be stressed.
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An attempt is made to set up, as verified by research in the field, the necessary information for XegaX
action to provide adequate certifioated personnel for New
Mexioo public schooXs in light of present-day practices.
Organization of j^J^ ^gi^^^
Chapter I presents a discussion of the oonceptuaX
backgroimd for this study, statement of the problem, review of reXated research, the purposes of the study, the
needs for the study, the delimitations governing the study,
proced\ares, basic assumptions, sources of data, and definition of terms.
Qiapter II is devoted to the historical survey of
laws and aXXotment of certifioated personnel in the pubXio
sohooXs of New Mexico from the beginning down to the present
time.
Chapter III contains the data gathered from the various sources on the problem of XegaX aXXotment and actual
practices of the employment of certificated personnel in
the public schooXs of New Mexico^
Chapter IV gives the anaXyzation and treatment of
data^ showing comparisons between present practices and the
recommended allotment of certificated personnel based on
data gathered.
Chapter V is devoted to a general summeiry of findings, conclusions, and implications of the study, and recommendations and suggestions for improvement of allotment of
personnel in public schools of the state of New Mexico.

CHAPTSH XX
8TATB LAW PBHTAININQ TO CERTIFICATED PKRSOMNKL
The Constitution of New Mexioo was adopted on
January 2X, X9XX, immediateXy prior to the aoeeptance of the
Territory as a State by the United States in X9X2. Because
there were no Xaws, prior to X923, to stipuXate the number
or type of tsaohers to be empXoyed in the public sohooXs»
the various districts were forced to operate with the number of teachers their fimds would aXXow them to empXoy.
This condition existed from the advent of statehood until
statutory provision changed it in X923.
ArtioXe XXI of the Constitution of New Mexico^ oon*.^
tains oertain seotions concerning education i^ich should be
mentioned in this study*

Section X, titled "Free PubXio

SohooXs", is as foXXows: "A uniform system of free pubXio
schooXs sufficient for the education of, and open to, aXX the
OhiXdren of sohooX age in the state shaXX be established
and maintained." Seisti^Dh 2 jM^ta up a permanent schooX fund
and stipulates that proceeds from the saXe of public Xand
within the state, and Xand it might receive, must be used to
support public schooXs.

Section 4 provides for a current

schooX fund that is to be distributed to aXX schoeXs aooording to the number of schoXastics in each district. This
money was to be obtained from fines, forfeitures, escheats.

ShO, Cfflgt^lt^HtflQfl aL iiS£L lk2i&iX» (^^^chfanl Printing
Company, Santa Fe, New Mexico, 1955)» P* 55- Hereafter
Cited as CQ^gtpil^u^^qa OL M± liS£l£2.*
16
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and aXX revenues from schooX lands.

Section 5 requires

schooX attendance for aXX children of schooX age and of
sufficient physical and mental ability during the time whioh
schooXs are in session.

The last of these sections rele-

vant to this study is section 6, which sets up a state
board of education and gives it control and management of
the public schooXs of New Mexico.
The five sections of the constitution mentioned have
either a direct or indirect bearing on the problem of employment of certificated personnel and, since they are the oldest
and stlXX in existence, are important for one seeking to
understand the matter of personnel in the public schools.
The statutory provisions for certificated personnel
were set up by the laws of X923,

The one dealing with the

number of teachers is the basis for all future laws to the
present and is, therefore, quoted in full*

Chapter 148,

Section 1104, Session Laws of I923 is as follows:
"Not more than one teacher shaXX be empXoyed
to every twenty-five pupiXs or major fraction
thereof; (b) In municipal schooXs, to every
thirty-five pupiXs, or major fraction thereof,
and (o) In high schooXs, to every twenty pupiXs
or major fraction thereof."
Where the total number of pupils in any school as
classified in the above sub-sections a, b, and c is less
than the stated minimum, but in excess of eight, one
teacher may be empXoyed for the schooX,

Also, in high

schools, established at the time of the passing of the
act, which had loss than 3I and more than 18 regularly
enrolled pupils in average daily attendance, two teachers
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oouXd be employed.
The aXXotment for teachers shaXX be computed on the
basis of average daily attendance.

Teachers of special sub-

jects shaXX not be included in the authorized number of
teachers empXoyed.

Teachers of special subjects shaXX not

be empXoyed unless there are at least fifty regularly enrolled high school pupils in average daily attendance,
and oniy one teaoher of special subjects shaXX be empXoyed
for each fifty pupils or major fraction thereof.

In every

high school with fifty or more pupils, one special teacher
in addition to those already provided for may be employed
if such a teacher Is qualified to teach both Spanish and
English and does teach classes in Spanish. The total
number of teachers of special subjects cannot exceed six
in number.
An attorney general's opinion of X923-X924 clarified the matter of teachers In the follov/ing opinion: "The
term teacher in this section does not include principals,
supervisors or inspectors."

This ruling held until I949 when

a different interpretation was given.

This will be quoted

in full at the proper place in this study.
The intention of the legislature in setting up the
above requirements concerning teachers was, in part, to determine the desirable teacher-pupil ratio in the New Mexico
schools.

It should be noted that these numbers call for

average daily attendance rather than enrollment or number
of students belonging to any particular school district.
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The Xaws of X925 brought three changes to the aet
described above. The number of pupiXs per teacher in municipal sohooXs was lowered from 35 to 30. The second proviso
to the second paragraph was added which reads as follows:
"And, provided, further, that in rural schools in which the
average daily attendance during the preceding schooX year
was Xess then 38 and more than 30, and in which the entire
eight elementary grades are taught, two teachers may be
aXXcwed."

In the final paragraph the number of pupiXs for

special teachers was lowered from fifty to forty, which provided more opportunities for increasing the number of teachers
in individual school districts^

It is noted that the

above changes were to improve that law and allow a smaXler
number of students in oilier to qualify the school district
for more personnel.
The I93X amendment to the above Xaw added a subdivision
(d), as foXXows:

"In Junior high schools, to every twenty

five (25) pupiXs or major fraction thereof."

Another 193X

addition, which has served as a basis for holding schooXs,
and is in the present Xaw, states:

"Where the total number

of pupils in average daily attendance in any rural school is
Xess than twenty five (25), but in excess of eight (8), one
(1) teacher may be employed in such school. Provided, yet
that in high schools established on or before March I3, 1923,
and having less than 3I and more than 18 regularly enrolled
high school pupils in average daily attendance, two (2)
teachers may be empXoyed; and, provided further, that in
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ruraX sohooXs in whioh the average daiXy attendance durizig
the schooX year of X922-23 was Xess than 38 and more than 30
and in which the entire eight elementary grades are taught,
two (2) teachers may be aXXowed*"

Comments concerning this

item wiXX be made later in this study, when an analysis is
made of the whole Xaw*
fee Xaw remained unchanged until the session of X945
when the foXXowing proviso was addedt

"Provided that in

rural elementary sohooXs one (X) teacher of special subjects
may be empXoyed for each five hundred (500) pupiXs or major
fraction thereof in average daiXy attendance in the county
unit,"
It is interesting to note that from 193X until X949,
the date of the next major change in the Xaw, no changes
were made in teacher aXXotment,

This period covered the

depression years and WorXd War II, probabXy accounting for
the Xack of any changes. During this time three major developments occurred in New Mexico which will clarify the
problem and should be considered.
The problem of ad valorem taxes became such a burden
to the people of New Mexico in the depression period that
many people were losing their land for taxee due on it. The
pubXio schooXs at that period were financed entirely out of
ad vaXorem taxes. On September X9i X933 the voters adopted
Section 2 of Article VIII of the Constitution^ which limited
taxes levied upon real or personal property to twenty mills

^ The Constitution of Ngwff^xXff?,(1955), p. 38.
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annuaXXy on each doXXar of assessed valuation except for
levies for public debt.

The Constitution provides that 6

l>eroent of assessed vaXuation be voted the district for
bonds for schooX buiXdings.
maximum.

This is above the twenty mill

This amendment had a tremendous impact upon the

public schooXs and their struggle to find other sources of
revenue for suppoid) and operation.
The LegisXative session of X935 passed the Emergency
SchooX Tax Act which provided for a two percent sales tax
in the State of New Mexicok

This tax was earmarked for the

public schooXs and nothing was to be taken out of it except
the cost of collection,

©lis step was an important one to

the problem of personnel in the schools because it set up a
definite source of revenue for the payment of teachers. Although it does not constitute the sole source of revenue,
the revenue from the Ehiergency SchooX Tax Act was the first
important departure in financing public schooXs from the
ad vaXorem taxes.
The third important event to occur during- the period
mentioned was the recognition on the part of school and lay
people of the need for a survey of education in the state.
The lawmakers, in the session of 1947, called for a statewide
survey of education and appropriated $37»500 ^o complete it.
Among the many important results of this survey one in particular, as far as personnel is concerned, was the inadequacy
of the number of teacher personnel. This resulted in a
change in the teacher allotment law in the 1949 session.*
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The X947 session of the legislature also passed a law
concerning the aXXowance of teachers for crippled children.
This provision resulted in an extra! aXXotment of teachers.
The Xaw provided that each administrative unit could be
aXXowed an additional teacher for each five to fifteen
crippled children reguXarXy enrolled, and in addition, a
teacher for each 15, or major fraction thereof, above the
first fifteen pupils. One section of the law defines a crippled child as one, who by reason of physicaly disability, was
unable to attend regular classes. These two laws were repealine in I953 when the present law was enacted.
The new statutes are in three parts as follows:^
73-12-8; "Instruction for Bducable Handicapped
Children—survey—Upon petition of the superintendent of any Xoca public school unit instruction may be made available, or classes may be established within such school units for educabXe
handicapped children, provided the state superintendent of public instruction, through his findings
concurs in the fact that a need exists. The state
board of education, at its discretion, may autnorize a survey of handicapped children and allocate
the necessary funds for such a survey.
73-12-9; Additional Funds—The state board of
education is authorized to allow sufficient funds
from the public school equalization fund in order to
provide for the extra cost over and above the
average per capita cost in establishing such classes or providing such instruction,
73-12-10; Additional Full-Time Teachers—In
addition to aXX other budgetary requirements of the
state of New Mexico fixing the number of teachers
for budgetary purposes, there may be aXXowed
in each administrative unit an additional
full-time teacher for each five (5) eduoable
handicapped children, or major fraction thereof.

^ State of New Mexico, Public School Code-19S3f
(AXXen Smith Company, Indianapolis, Indiana, 1954), p, 124,
Hereafter cited as Statutes Q£ New Mexico-lQ'Sl.
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and a fttXX-*time teacher for each additional fifteen
(X5) eduoabXe handioapped ohiXdren, or major fraction thereof. Administrative imits having Xess
than (5) educabXe handioapped ohiXdren may empXoy
part-time teaohers, as the need arises and exists."
Throiigh the passage of the Xaw described above the prob
Xem of exceptional ohiXdren is taken care of without the necessity of taking teachers from the regular aXXotment act.
From X931- "to X949 there were no appireciabXe changes
in the aXXotment law.

In 1949, however, the recommenda-

tions of the Peabody Survey were presented to the legislators.
Like most legislation, the final passage was somewhat of a
compromise but resulted in the foXXowing ohanges being made
to the Xaw,

In Subsection (a) the number of pupiXs for rural-

sohooXs was lowered from 25 to 20 in average daily attendance.
In Subsection (b) for municipal schools the number of pupils
per teacher was lowered from 30 to 25 in average daily
attendance, and a provision was added to this section which
aXXows a rural schooX empXoying more than XO teachers to
classify as a municipal sohooX for the purposes of the act
only*

Subsection (e) was added as follows:

"Public elem-

entary schools approved by the state board of education may
empXoy the foXXowing teachers:

(X) In the first and second

grades, one (1) teacher may be employed for each twenty-two
(22) pupiXs or major fraction thereof in average daily
attendance."

These additions to the teacher allotment

Xaw were destined to give a much larger number of teachers
and reduce the pupil-teacher ratio appreciably as had been
recommended.
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Attorney OeneraX's opinion No. 525i, dated X949-50,
had a restraining aotion on teacher aXXotment and is as
foXXows I

"It was the XegisXative intention that prinoipaXs

and supervisors shoxad be included under the designation
of "teaoher", even though they have no actual oXass room
teaching responsibilities, in determining the nvunber of teachers aXXowed to a given school."
The X955 XegisXature passed a simple ohange by inserting in subsection (a) this statement:

"Except in isolated

ruraX schooXs a minimum of (2) teachers may be empXoyed
when the average daiXy attendance is not Xess than sixteen
(X6) pupiXs,"

As has been noted before, this type of clause,

and others Xike it, indicate that the XegisXature saw fit to
aXXow extra teachers for isolated au:'ea8, an action which
may or may not be classed as good educational practice.
The preceding paragraphs describe the teacher aXXotment Xaw from its inception in X923 to X957 with each change
noted and described.

For oXarlfication purposes the com-

plete text of the present Xaw is given in the appendix.
The statutory provisions for teachers have been
covered, but there are other certificated personnel which
are either mentioned directly or by reference in the laws and
should be identified.

The first of these, the county super-

intendent of schools, was probably the first school administrative official in the history of New Mexico,

In I856, a

Xaw was passed by the territorial lasgislature providing
for tax-supported schools which also provided for the administration of these schools by counties.

It is a matter
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of historical note that the idea of free pubXio education
did not gain acceptance, in New Mexioo, and the Xaw providing
for it was repeaXed a few months after its passage and the
money ooXXeoted ordered refunded.

The tax-supported schooX

movement was under way, however, and by 1875 BerzialXiXo County
and Santa Fe County were operating sohooXs. The county
superintendent was not mentioned in the constitution eus a
county official, except under the section setting up the
state board of education, where it calls for one of its
members to hold the office of a county superintendent of
schools.

The superintendent is not mentioned along with

the county officers when the counties were set up and the
elective officiaXs named for the V€u?ious class counties.
The XegisXative action setting up the office of county superintendent occurred in X923, when the other laws pertaining to schools and teacher allotment were enacted.

The

Xaw provided that there was to be elected in each county
in the state a county superintendent who was to take office
on January first following election and he was to serve
for two years. The law has been amended many times since
then but the office is basically as it was in the beginning, except for making allowance for more salary.

In

1953 • *1^6 l»w was amended to provide that in a county
with no rural schools the pay of the county superintendent
was to be one dollar per year.

Becanse of the consolida-

tion of units there are at present only I6 county superintendents in the state of New Mexico.
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The position of county supervisor was set up by law
in X93I when the eounty board of education was given permission to empXoy a supervisor in a county in whioh there
were as many as fifty teaohers. The requirements for
queXifioations were Xeft to the empXoying board of education.

The X937 amendment changed the quaXifications of

members of the state board of education and deleted the requirement of at Xeast 50 teachers in the county.

The 1939

amendment changed the quaXifications for teachers to one
year of teaching or supervisory experience in the elementary
schooXs of New Mexico, a BacheXor»s degree, and at least
X5 semester hours training in cXassroom supervision.

The

number of rural sfihooX supervisors has decreased as consolidation has taken place, leaving few county units.
The municipal superintendent allowance was set up
in section 93 (Section 1, Chapter 22, Session Laws of 1933)
under the powers and duties of municipal boards of education.
The law empowered the board to empXoy a superintendent who
should meet such requirements as the state board of education might specify.

This same section authorized the local

board to hire an office clerk for the superintendent, upon
his nomination, whose duty would be to keep records and to
perform other functions which the superintendent might desire.

This particular section allows for a business clerk

to be empXoyed XegaXXy by a municipal school. This 1933
statute was carried in the school codes as late as 1949,
although a Xaw was

passed in X94X concerning consolidation
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whioh apparentXy superseded this partieuXar eeotion*

She

matter of oonsoXidation had been added to the section under
powers and duties of the munioipaX boards of education and
had been ohanged by the I941 law*

The I953 school code

leaves the seetion empowering the municipal board to employ
a superintendent and a clerk out of the code. The statutee^
of the state show that seetion 55^907, of the I933 law, to
have been superseded by seotions 55*1901 through 55«>1904
inclusive in the 1941 law*

In 1953 the Xaw was incorporated

in the new code as section 73-^20-X through 73*20-4. TeohnicaXXy, this would indloats^j that, according to the Xaws, the
munioipaX superintendents in New Mexico schooXs are iXXegaXXy
empXoyed at the present time*

With respect to this point,

the attorney generai*s opinion rendered in X94X-42, p* 89,
statess

*KunicipaX schooX boards are given the power to

empXoy a superintendent but cannot empXoy a business manager."
In searching the schooX codes to ascertain if there
were any other allowables in the way of personnel, it was
foutnd that in 193T.ln 11 it lag aoout the-budget a truant
officer and nurse might be legally employed since they were
included in the maintenance biidget. This provision was eliminated in the 1941 provision of the law*
In 1941 several school laws were passed by the legislature, and one in particular affected the matter of personnel. Section 73-7-3 of this law sets up maintenance

State of New Mexico, statutes Qji Ml HfiXlfifiriiSLliff
(Allen Smith Company, Indianapolis, Indiana, 195'*)» P- 1058.
Hereafter cited as Statutes QL ME MzXQQrlSiH*
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budget provisions, that the budget may contain, among the
other items, salary of superintendent, salaries of clerical
assistants, salaries of teachers, salaries of supervisors,
salaries of principals, and salaries of nurses. After setting
up these items in budget form, the act in the next paragraph
states:

"For the purposes of this act a superintendent is

defined as the head of a county, munioipaX, independent,
or union high schooX district*"

The act further specifioaXXy

prohibits the use of money from the maintenance budget for
aduXt education, kindergarten, pre-schooX programs, truant
officers, or saXaries for clerks of boards of education*
After prohibiting these item% along with others, the act
states as foXXowss

"Provided, however,

where any sohooX

district, or districts, for which a maintenance budget is
made, has on hand a cash balance for the preceding year, and
it is not necessary to use the same as a credit to meet the
z*eguXar maintenance budget, the regular budget may be supplemented so as to include any of the above items, or any other
necessary schooX expense approved by the educational budget
auditor and local budget commission having authority, and
in such case, said items of expense shall only.be paid out
of said cash balance; and Provided, further, nothing herein
contained shaXX prohibit supplementary expense for any maintenance budget item being Included in any direct charge
budget, provided the same is approved by the state educational
budget auditor and the local budget conmaission having authority *
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AXX of this sums up to an aXXowance actually of a
municipal superintendent because the budget form provides
for such and clerical assistants for the same reason*
Principals and supervisors are provided for because of the
budget form allowance, but they must be counted against the
number of teachers allowed because of an attorney general's
opinion*

Nurses are also provided for by a budget form

allowance.

A county superintendent and county school super-

visor are provided for by actual legal allotment.

In

addition, the teachers for the eduoable handicapped are quite
clearly defined as to number.

This chapter has brought out

the number of personnel allowed and how each of the laws has
grown into what they are today, 1957*
^JAPnayy
While five sections of the New Mexico Constitution,
described above, do not have a direct bearing on the problem of certifioated personnel, indirectly they are necessary for a clear understanding of the problem.
The earliest laws establishing pupil-teacher ratios
in New Mexico schools were passed in 1923> and have served
as the basis for all the laws down to the present time. An
attorney general's opinion at that time stated that supervisors, principals, and inspectors were not to be counted
on the teacher allotment.

The ratio of pupil-teacher num-

ber was lowered in 1925, 1931. and in 1949 legislative
sessions.
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Three events have had direct Influence on the teacher
allotment problem in the state, namely; a constitutional
amendment in 1933 limiting taxes on property to 20 mills,
passage of the emergency school sales tax in 1935» and
the school survey by the Peabody group in 1948.
The first state law establishing an allotment for
teachers of the handicapped was passed in 1947 and amended
in 1953•
The attorney general's opinion of 1949, forcing
the supervisors, principals, and other extra personnel to
be counted against the aXXotment of teachers, has had a
far-reaching effect on the public schools.
In X94X an act was passed by the New Mexioo XegisXature establishing a budget form to be used in makizig the
public school budgets.

The use of this form, and the law

explaining its use has had a marked effect on the number
of certificated personnel employed, because it allows extra persozmel when there is a cash balance in the maintenance fund from the previous year's budget.

CHAPTER III
LEGAL ALLOTMENT OF PERSONNEL COMPARED TO ACTUAL NUMBER
EMPLOrED A3SD PUPXL-TEACHBR RATIO FOR ENROLLMENT AND
AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE
The purpose in this chapter is to present data bearing on the legal allotment of certificated personnel and actual employment practices in the public schools of New Mexico
for the schooX year X956-57-

AXso, the pupiX-teacher ratio

for enroXXment and average delXy attendance is shown for the
same year.
Copies of the schooX budgets for the 32 counties in
New Mexioo were obtained from the State SchooX Budget Auditor' s Offioe for the sohooX years of X95^55» 1955-56, and
1956">57*

After analyzation of the schooX budgets and person-

nel lists for the three years, it was believed that only the
current year of X956-57 would be required to show the discrepancies between XegaX allotment and actual employment
practices of certificated personnel in the public schooXs
of New Mexico.
In addition to the information found in the reports
fa?om the school budget auditor's office, the list was checked
against information submitted to the State Superintendent
of PubXio Instruction in the state of New Mexico.
Five tables with descriptive narration are presented
to show the differences fovmd in legal allowance and actual
practice, together with pupil-teacher ratios for the school
year 195^-57 la New Mexico.
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TABLE I
ADMINISTRATIVE PERSOIillEL IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
OF NEW MEXICO

Position

Number
QapXoyed

Municipal Superintendents

11

County Superintendents

X7

Assistant Superintendents

7

LegcQ.
AXXotment
AXXcwed on budget
Form
One for each county
None

Business Managers

XX

None

Special Administrators

26

None

As shown in Chapter II, the municipal boards of
education were empowered, in 1933i with the function of
appointing a superintendent of schools. This power stiXX
remains with them, not by statute, but rather by vii-tue of
the fact that the maintenance budget form makes allowance
for a superintendent.

At the present time there is no

statutory provision for municipal superintendents in the state
of New Mexico*

The laws provide for each county to elect a

superintendent of schools except in those counties where there
are no rural schools*

Table I shows that there are only 17

counties in New Mexico that have rural schools*

As a result

of consolidations the other fifteen counties have eliminated the office*

However, the statute remains on the books

and stipulates that the salary of a county superintendent
elected in a county in which there are no rural schools is
*00 per year. Two points should be made concemln,';^ the county
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superintendent's office as such. First, the office should
probably be made appointive, if the state is to keep such an
offioe; and secondly, the election of a superintendent in
counties where there are no rural echcols should be discontinued because of the compXications it causes. These two
suggestions are in accord with the tz^end which appears to
have started and conforms with prevailing educational theory
and successful practice.

Both of these probXems couXd be

solved by cXariflcatlon of the statutes and possibly the
constitution.

In actual practice the counties that have con-

soXidated the county superintendent out of existence have
ended up with small units in the county being placed under
the m\inicipal superintendent in the county seat.

The question

arises as to whether the superintendent is actually a municipal
superintendent, in the true meaning of the term, or a county
superintendent.

The existing pattern of consolidation develop-

ed, in part, because of the political involvements of trying
to do away with an elective office.
The 7 assistant superintendents shown are distributed
5 in the municipal schools and 2 in the county systems in
the state.

There are no provisions by statute, budget form,

or otherwise for Assistant Sui)erintendents.

However, there

is a clause in the maintenance budget provisions which is as
follows:
Provided, however, where any school district
or districts, for whioh a maintenance budget is
mada^ has on hand a cash balance for the preceding
year, and it is not necessary to use the same as
a credit to meet the regular maintenance budget.
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the regular budget may be supplemented so as to
include any of the above items or any other necessary school expense approved by the educational
budget auditor and local budget commission having authority, and in such case said items of
expense shall only be paid out of said cash balance
The above quote describes the only lecal provisions whereby a school can legally employ an assistant superintendent
and pay the cost out of maintenance funds. There is nothing to prevent a school district from employing an assistant superintendent and paying his salary out of the direct
charge budget,'^ whioh may include any item of expense the
authorities wish to place in it, since it is raised from
local funds.

An examination of the budgets over the three

year period mentioned failed to disclose where any assistant
superintendents were being paid out of direct charge funds.
Since it is impossible to determine whether funds are necessary to the present budget and what is surplus cash
balance any attempt to pay salaries of such assistants out
of cash balance money is simply not done. The only conclusion that can be reached is that there is no legal allotment for assistant superintendents in the statutes of the
State of New Mexico.
The 11 school businessraaaagerswho are employed are
in a similar position to that of assistant superintendents.
^ State an law Mexico Public School Co^-i212i ^Hen
Smith Co ., (Indianapolis, Indiana, 1954) p. 40,
^ Ibid., p. 42.
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in that their employment was not legally authorized.

They

are employed in municipal systems rather than in the county
systems.

Bach of the 11 was employed by means of cash

balances in the maintenance bud^lets. Like the assistant
superintendents, none of them have been paid out of direct
charge budgets for the past three years.

It has already

been noted in Chapter II that an attorney general's opinion
specifioaXXy prohibits the employment of a business manager
in the public schools. There are no legal provisions for
business managers in the public schools of New l*Iexico*
Table I reveals that there are 2$ special administrative assistants employed by the municipal systems and
none by the county systems.

In the case of the assistant

superintendents, there are no legal allowances for the employment of this type

of school personnel out of the mainte-

nance budgets, and none of the 26 special administrative
assistants have been paid out of direct charge funds. The
majority of this group are employed in the largest school
system in the state, which employed over 1,500 certificated
personneX.

It is interesting that this group is classified;

4 directors of special activities, 6 directors of personnel,
3 guidance directors, and the others working in the areas of
public relations, research, attendance, athletics and safety, and one called administrative assistant.

The titles

somewhat teXX the story of what the Jobs actually are; however, other special activities may vary in function f3*om
administering school bus transportation to checking the
custodians.
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TABLE II
TEACHING AND SUPERVISORY PERSONNEL IN THE
PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF NEW MEXICO

Position

Number
Ebiployed

Legal
AXXotment

Directors of Curriculum

X4

None

Supervisors

86

County Supervisors

X4

Only on Teacher
AXXotment
One for each
County
Only oh Teacher
iU.Xotment
On Average DaiXy
Attendance of
Students

Principals and Assistants
Teachers

397
6,939

The curriculum directors. Just as assistant superintendents, business managers, and other special administrators, have no legal authority for their existence.

While

these personnel could have been classed with administration
group in Table I, their work is primarily with supervisors
and teachers.

The group adds much to the public schooXs in

which they are employed and certainly should be legalized
in some manner and their positions clarified.
The employment of supervisors is allowed on the
budget form Just as superintendents, but there are no statutes
concerning them as such.

According to the attorney general's

opinion in 1949, supervisors must be counted on the teacher
allotment for the school district.
The county supervisors are employed by the county
superintendents and coimty boards of education.

The law
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provides that one may be employed in each county,

A few

counties have made attempts to employ two supervisors but
were limited to one because of the legal limitations. A
major difference between the legal provision for the number
of county supervisors and county superintendents is that
there is no compulsion that a supervisor must be employed
but rather that they may be employed.

Some of the counties

have as few as two rural schools and cannot Justify a county
superintendent, much less a county supervisor also.
Principals and assistant principals, like supervisors
and superintendents, are called for on the budget form, but
there are no statutes stating how many are allowed according
to the number of students in the school. This means that it
is left entirely to the discretion of budgeting authorities
as to whether or not a principal is needed in a school. As
was true with the supervisors, the number of principals and
assistant principals must be counted in the school district
teacher allotment.

As was pointed out in Chapter II the

attorney general's opinion of 1949-50 stated that principals
and supervisors had to be counted on the teacher allotment.
An earlier opinion,dated 1923-24, stated that principals
and supervisors did not have to be counted, and the intent
of the legislature was that they were not to be counted in
the teacher allotment.

The records show that the validity of

this opinion has never been tested in court.
The number of teachers allowed in a New liexico scliool
is determined by state law.

In municipal schools, the law

specifies one teacher for every 20 pupils in average daily
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attendance in the high sohooX, one for every 25 pupiXs in
grades three throu^ eig^t, and one for every 22 pupiXs in
the first and second grades.

In addition, special teaohers

are aXXowed for eaeh 40 pupiXs in high schooX, or major
fraction thereof, provided that there be no more than six,
and one of them must be a teaoher of Spanish. The ratio of
teachers to niimber of pupiXs compares favorably with aooepted standards, except that principals, supervisors, and visiting teachers must be counted against the allowance which
brings the ratio up rather sharply.

The allotment of teach*

ers for special subjects, which actually provides six extra
teaohers, does not appXy to smaller high schools and is very
inadequate for the medium or Isurger high schools. Programs
of art, band. Vocal music, guidance, counseling, athletics,
and others soon absorb the alloted five and many times over
that number if the above programs are provided on a system
wide basis.

In order to offer a more varied program many

schools have allowed heavy loads in the class rooms, enabling
them to have more special teachers.
A matter that will be discussed in more detail when
another table is introduced, showing actual teacher-pupil
ratio, is that of trying to arrive at a figure of allotment.
If the high school figure of 20 is added to the intermediate
grade figure of 25 and the primary grades figure of 22, the
total is 67.

If this is divided by 3, the result is 22.36,

which might be called the teacher-pupil ratio under the
state law.

This figure of 22.36 may be used for a comparative

purpose with other figures that give teacher pupil average
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dally attendance ratios.

The problem of actual practices as

compared to legal allotments for classroom

teachers is

rather difficult to arrive at accurately.

The practice,

according to the state budgeting authorities, is to give the
benefit of the doubt where there is a major fraction involved
and more especially if the district has cash balances in
their funds.

Actually the problem is not necessarily due to

the ratio of teacher to pupils in average daily attendance,
but in order to employ other needed personnel, the only
legal means for obtaining it is to exceed the number of pupils in the class rooms. Overcrowding has been more pronounced in the elementary schools and in many instances because there were insufficient class rooms available for
use.

In the fast growing centers this has been particularly

true,
TABLE III
OTHER CERTIFICATED PERSONNEL IN THE PUBLIC
SCHOOLS OP NEIV MEXICO

Position

Number
Employed

Legal
Allotment

Visiting Teachers

25

None

Teachers for Eduoable
Handicapped Children

51

One for 5 to 15

School Nurses
Medical Doctors, Dentists
Psychologists, etc.

109

Allowed on budget
form
None
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Visiting teachers Xike the others of this category,
have no XegaX basis for their employment other than where
there are cash balances in maintenance funds. They must be
counted against the teacher aXXotment if employed and paid
out of maintenance funds,

A few sdhooXs still classify

these teaohers as truant officers, and as such can be legcuLXy
empXoyed and paid from the direct charge budget.

Although

accepted by most schooXs if compulsory schooX attendance Xaws
are to be enforced, there are no legal provisions made for
visiting teachers.
The employment of teachers for the eduoable handicapped children is better clarified than any other as far as
lawful allotments are concerned in the state. The only point
of divergence here is over the meaning of the term, eduoable
children.

Another type of teacher in this division has been

legalized by action of the State Board of Education and is
known as the Home Bound Instructor.

The State Board has

ruled that this instructor will be allowed on the same basis
as those employed for the handicapped children's program.
School nurses are allowed on the budget forms and are
not required to be counted against the teacher allotments.
There are no regulations or laws which state whether a district must have a certain number of students before a nurse
is allowed.

Neither are there any stipulations concerning

whether a second or third or as many nurses as needed can be
added; this situation indicates needed study.

No mention is

made in the laws concerning Medical Doctors, Psychologists,
Psychiatric Social Workers, Guidance and Counseling workers.
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and other such type personnel.

It is believed that the time

has come for the schools to give serious consideration to
the employment of this type of personnel, if it is to properly carry out its functions.

Before such personnel can be

employed legal authority and proper statutes should be set
up for it.
Table IV shows ratio of the number of pupils to the
teachers, both as to enrollment and average daily attendance,
in the 17 counties where rural schools are maintained currently.

The total number of teachers and eiu:»ollment and average

daily attendance of pupils, as certified to the State Department of Education and State School Budget Auditor were taken
and divided to obtain the resulting figures.

The data for

the county units and municipal districts are shown separately.
TABLE IV
RATIO OP PUPILS TO TEACHERS
COUNTY SCHOOL UNITS

Number of Schools
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

1
1
1

3

Pupil-Teacher Ratio
to Enrollment
28
28
28
27
25
24
23
23
23
21
21
19
18
16

Pupil-Teacher
Ratio to ADA
25
23
24
21 Percent
23-.
21
20
21
52
19 Percent
18
19
17
17^
16
24
14 Percent
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A study of Table IV reveals that the ratio of pupils
to teachers is quite high and that 50 percent of the group
cluster in a rather wide span in the middle of the range.
The range for ratio on enrollment varies in the middle cluster from 25 to 18 and on ADA from 21 to I7. If the factor
of one teacher for each 20 in ADA is used, then the ratio of
better than 50 percent in the rural schools is well in line.
The use of

the number 20 might be used since a large number

of the rural sohools are small, and the Xaw aXXows one teacher for each 20 pupiXs in average daily attendance,t The
fourth of the county schooXs above the mark would indicate
some crowding of students in order to carry on their program.
The one-fourth beXow might well indicate the need for serious
consideration of consolidating with other schools, except in
isolated cases where by necessity they must be kept open.
The pattern of loss of population in the rural areas across
the ziation has taken its toll in New Mexico, along with
drought conditions which have almost forced the consolidation
or closing of a large percent of the rural schools in New
Mexico, Peculiar circumstances, such as putting the Indians
in the public schools, have caused some of the crowded conditions in rural areas. Another factor that contributed to
the increased enrollment in some of the rural schools has
been federal installations in towns that resulted in some
of the people living in the outlying rural areas. The
discovery of uranium and oil in certain areas has accounted for the gain of rural schools in some places.
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TABLE V
RATIO OF PUPILS TO TEACHERS
MUNICIPAL SCHOOL UNITS

Number of Schools
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
4
2
1
7
2
5
7

I

5
1
1

5

4
3
1
1
3
2
1
2
1
1
1
1

Pupil-Teacher Ratio
to Enrollment
34
34
33
32
31
30
30
30
29
29
29
28
28
27
27
27
26
26
26
26
25
25
25
24
24
23
23
22
22
21
21
19
18

Pupil-Te,acher
Ratio to ADA
30
24
28
11.5
25
25 Percent
28
26
24
25
24
22

11Percent
53
11
23
11
23
22
24
23
22
24
22
35.5
21 Percent
20
21
20
21
20
17
16
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Table V shows the range of teacher to pupil ratio
for enrollment and for average daily attendance.

The range

for enrollment is from 34 to 18 and for average daily attendance from 30 to 16.

It should be noted that these numbers

represent averages from all the school districts, rather
than extremes found in almost every

school.

Enrollments in

some cases in fast growing centers in the state reached
50 pupils per class and even above, which resulted in those
schools going on double shifts to take care of the class
loads,

^ c h cases, while believed to seriously Jeopardize

the educational opportunity of the pupils involved, were
considered extremes and outside the scope of this study,
which is an attempt to take the averages and regular e^rery
day situations, rather than trying to set up cases which
would not be true under more normal circumstances.
Over 50 percent of all the municipal schools seem to
cluster in the middle area.

Here the range for enrollment

varies ohXy from 29 to 26 and ADA from 25 to 23. Again
referring to the point made earlier that 22,3 might be considered the legal ratio of one teacher, it is worth noting
that 41 sohools, or 53 percent, of all the municipal schools,
are above this mark.

This point would Indicate that the

actual practice of overloading class rooms in order to obtain sufficient personnel to operate the schools is rather
wide spread.

Considering that 11.5 percent, or 9 schools,

are above this mark would add emphasis to the conclusion drawn.
Two additional factors are shown in Table V,

Below the middle

group are 35*5 percent, or 27 schools, tht^t are keeping their

^5
ratio of teacher and pupils at or below the legal limits.
This in turn might indicate a good or bad condition depending on whether the criterion in education is the best program
possible for the students.

It probably indicates an unhealthy

condition, in that many school units are small and are being
operated with a very minimum program.

Table V indicates that

there is a wide range in the size of school districts in the
state of New Mexico, and the ensuing difficulties encountered
in setting legal allotments that will be fair to all school
units alike.

All of this adds to the picture of difference

found between statutory provisions and actual practices in
public schools of New Mexico.
One final factor regarding teacher-pupil ratio needs
to be identified.

The public schools in New Mexico employ

librarians, music teachers, art teachers, health and physical education teachers, counselors, athletic coaches, and
other personnel who frequently teach only part-time in
academic work if at all.

The information required to sepa-

rate the teachers of special subjects from regular classroom
teaohers was practically impossible to obtain without
making a visit to every school district in the state.
The lack of this information was recognized as a limitation
but an unavoidable one.

The pupil-teacher ratio would prob-

ably have been higher than that shown in Tables IV and V if
the teachers of special subjects could have been eliminated
from the list of regular classroom teachers.
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This chapter has been devoted to showing the legal
allotment for all the certificated personnel in both rural
units and municipal units of the public schools in New Mexioo.
Three tables have been presented designed to show the total
number of certificated personnel employed in the public schools
in New Mexico during the schooX year X956-57. The breakdown
was as foXXows:

7p27 were within the legal allotment; 186

were allowed by virtue of being called for on the budget form,
but with no statute to back up their appointment; 483 were
administrative positions which were allowed on the budget
form but with no legal allotment, but which must be counted
against the teacher allotment; and 83 were without any legal
authority at all.

Such a situation indicates needed change

in the laws.
Although an attci^ney general's opinion has been given
in New Mexico which specifies that school business managers
cannot be empXoyed XegaXXy by the public schooXs, the records
show that XX are empXoyed and are being paid from maintenance
funds.

According to a later attorney general's opinion, in

X949, school supervisors and principals must be counted
against the teacher aXXotment, while an earlier opinion,
in 1924, had stated the opposite*

The opinion that requires

them to be cciinted is vigorously enforced by the budgeting
authorities*

While these opinions have never been tested in

court, they are having a significant influence on the

k7
adequacy of employed school personnel in New Mexico schools.
The pupil-teacher ratio as shown for the county units
and municipal units presents some interesting contrast in
that the rural ratios are much lower than the municipal ones.
The pupil-teacher ratio according to enrollment is high,
based on national standards. The ratio, according to average
daily attendance, also will possibly be found to be high in
10 to 12 percent of the schools studied.

Such evidence as

high pupil-teacher ratios should prove very valuable in
bringing about changes for the betterment of the public
schools in New Mexico.

CHAPTER IV
PRESENT PRACTICES AND RECOMMENDED ALLOTMENT
OF PERSONNEL
The purpose of this chsqpter is to discuss the status
of New Mexico schocX personnel in each of the categories;
namely, administrative personnel, supervisory personnel, and
special personnel and give the status of each at the present
time in the public schools of New Mexico*

In addition^ the

recommended practices concerned with that particular category as established in educational research is given, along
with comments about possible changes for improvement.
Since one of the major conclusions drawn from a survey
of superintendents in X95X was that there existed an almost
universal shortage of administrative personnel, a rather extensive discussion is given to the problem.^ The ill effects
of an inadequate administrative personnel allotment on the
instructional program of a school, and the present practice
of allowing surplus cash balances rather than demonstrable
need is identified and discussed.
The first of the administrative personnel in category I is that of superintendent of schools, although originally an intermediate office, this office gradually evolved

^ American Association of School Administrators, The
American School Superintendencv. Thirtieth Yearbook, National
Education Association, (Washington, D . C , 1952), Hereafter
cited as, American School Superintendency.
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^9
into irtiat is known as a county superintendent of schools*
Naturally, the state of Delaware, which now has no county
superintendents, claims the distinction of having had the
first county superintendent in 1829.^
With respect to current status of the office of
county superintendent in the United States, they are divided
into three groups.3

In 27 states the county office is con-

sidered as an intez^ediate one; in 12 states, including New
Mexico, the class if ieat ion is the coxinty-unit pXan, and in
9 states there are no county superintendents.
In New Mexico the trend is away from having county
superintendents because of the nature of the organ!zationaX
structure of sohooXs. As schooXs are consolidated, the units
take on independent status and the need for coiAnty superintendents is eliminated.

OnXy X7 of the counties have county

superintendents and many of these will be eliminated as
needed re-organization is put into effect.
There is no particular fault to be found with the
legal allotment and actual practice of employment of the
coimty superintendents in the state of New Mexico.

Through

a statute and mention in the state constitution the office
has been kept in many counties in the state much longer than

erican School Superintendency. p. 46.
3 National Education Association, Research Division,
— ^ — aaJaia. SL JcUfi Ml32l
Superintendent. Volume XXIX,
Number 3, (Washington, D,C,, October, 1951)> PP- 92-93*
Hereafter cited as Legal Status gji Superintendent,
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was necessary beeause of the difficulty attendant to eliminating a political offioe. Many counties in the state had
less than six rural schools but continued the county organisation several years before consolidating and several counties
exist with less than five rural schooXs at the present time.
The position of XooaX, or city, superintendent of
sohooXs grew from an idea origiziating in Massachusetts in
X826 when its XegisXature aXXowed the town committees to
seXeot from its membership a schocX visitor.^ The next
step was to pXaoe aXX educatlonaX functions and activities
under one head (a superinten|ent) which took place in X837
in Buffalo, New Xork,^ From |his humbXe beginning, and with

i
very XittXe applause from th^ public, the Job of XooaX superintendent has grown into its present-day status,
"The XegaX status of a schooX superintendent may be
defined as the authority in Xaw for, (a) the existence of
his position, (b) the scope of his Jurisdiction, (c) the
qualifications of eligibiXlty prerequisite to his employment
or offioe, (d) the conditions under which he obtains the
6
position, and (e) his powers and duties,"
The conditions
usually would include the method by which the superintendent

^ Henry Suzzalc, SJis. Rise siL liSStSl .SfilaSL2l ^p^rY^9iQh
^n Massachusetts. Volume I, Number 3. Teacher's College,
Columbia University, (New York, I906}, p, 144.
^ Walter S, Monroe, Encvclcpedia Qt MW^^P\9^9l Sftr
search. Revised Edition, (The MacMillan Company, New York,
19505, p. 137. Hereafter cited as Monroe's ^<?YQ;i9ft^'3Lla OL
Research,
^ Lec^al Status 2L r?l^T?^r^^^e"^^^t. p. 89.
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is appointed, his salary, term of office, and means by whioh
he may be removed from office*

"These phases of legal status

must be groimded upon eome authority of law:

legislative

enactments, regulations of the state board of education,
or the state superintendent, contract provisions, or determined by the board of education under powers assigned by law
to it."'

Normally, city superintendents are classed as em-

ployees of a City board rather than city, or state, officers.
The legal status seems to have lagged behind actual practices
in most instances where studies have been made. The legal
status of superintendents will generally include legal authority for existence of the Job, scope of Jurisdiction, and .
relationship to his board of education.

City superintendents

are found in 46 states; only Florida and West Virginia do
o

not have them*'^

"Regardless of authorization in law with

respect to specific aspects of a public position, the XegaX
status of the position is considerabXy weakened if there is
no XegaX authority for its existence.^^

On a nation-wide

basis legal authority is given to local school boards in about
two-thirds of the states to employ a superintendent.

In '

many instances the provisions apply to districts of specified size or class.

In seven states no provisions are made

directly or indirectly authorizing the employment of a city
superintendent in any district regardless of the size.
^ liOSOi, Status ^

^ Ikil., p . 91.
^ IliiiX., p- 91.

Superintendent. p. 89.
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Hew Mexioo beoame the eighth state in this group when, through
the repeaX of a certain section of the Xaw, the power was
taken away*

New Mexico^ Xike the other seven states, draws

its authority to empXoy superintendents through the broad
general powers granted to boards of education.

This condi-?

tion does not exist in any state where there are county
superintendents.

The power is not Xeft to inference but

pXaoed in Xaws. Many different patterns may be found concerning the office of superintendent in the various states.
In 6 states the Xaws caXX for superintendents in aXX schooX
districts, 3 in aXX towns, 2 in all independent districts,
while 2 are called for in all municipalities, and the list
shows many varieties for employment of superintendents.
Another list shows superintendents allowed in the states
according to the size of the districts as to school papi lation*

One other type of organization is based on the num-

ber of teachers employed.

These three types are cited merely

to give some of the many that are found in the individual
states.

"The city superintendency has developed without

much legislative direction; the county superintendency has
traditionally been held by political officers.

It seems

imperative that consideration be given to the improvement
of the status of the school superintendency as a profession
by the planning and enactment of proper legislation."'^^
New Mexico may be considered as having retrogressed
since it once had a law authorizing the municipal boards to
employ superintendents who had to meet the requirements as
^^ hS£^

Status ^

Superintendent. p. 129,
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determined by the state board * New legislation seems to be
needed which would clarify the legal status of the offioe,
set requisite qualifications, scope of Jurisdiction of the
Offioe, and relationship of the board.

In the Peabody

Survey of public education in New Mexico, it was recommended
that districts of not less than 500 students in average
daily attendance be set and that all new ones be composed of
11
not less than 750 students*
Any new legislation dealing
with superintendents should be in accordance with the reorganization plans for the state. Another weakness of the
sohooXs pointed out in the survey was that there were too
many smaXX administrative units for efficient operation.
The reXationship between the actuaX employment of superintendents and XegaX aXXotment now becomes clearXy a case of empXoyment by Inference in the Xaw, rather than by direct reference ^

SohooX districts seem to have Just grown rather

than having been planned.

Because of this method some

practices have deveXoped in New Mexico which need to be rectified by the proper XeglsXation and which, in turn, should
result in better educational procedure and Instruction of
students with wider range of offerlhgs.
The other administrative personnel in this category
of administration must be treated as a whole and then broken
into its component parts. This investigation revealed that

1^ Division of Surveys and Field Services, George
Peabody College for Teachers, Public Education Ijl Mn I2S2LlS£.>
(NashviXXe, Tennessee, X948), p. 89. Hereafter cited as

5^
in New Mexico the school employs business managers, assistant
superintendents, with varying functions, and special administrators whose duties covered the entire range of functions.
In view of this it was necessary to cover the overall set up
of school administration in the United States. This problem
of organization will also be of Importance to the other two
categories, that were found in New Mexico, and will be partially, if not totally, covered in this larger perspective of
administration.
The development of the dual type of administration
in the United States came about quite logically since the
first officer was needed largely to look after the business
of the school as was pointed out earlier. There was general
agreement at the beginning of the twentieth century that
two coordinate officers were needed.

Development in the

twentieth century reversed this trend and most authorities
agreed that the unitary type of administration was superior.•'•^
In view of this agreement, as well as leading authorities in
educational organization and administration, such as
Pittenger, •^ and ideas propounded by the American Association
14
of School Administrators,
it is believed worth-while to present a detailed description of the unitary type of administration in this study.
12
Monroe's, Encyclopedia ^ Research, p. 13.
^3 B. P, Pittenger, Local School Administration.
(McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1951). P* 201.
^

American School Superintendency. p. 65.
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There are certain basic principles that have come to
be generally accepted concerning the organization of schools,^5
^ e nature of the work performed by the school executive is
basically the same regardless of the size of the school system.

The difference lies in degree rather than kind or

nature of the problem, and the complexities and amount of
time spent on certain phases naturally vary with the size of
the system.

In the survey of the American Association of

School Administrators, it was foimd that superintendents
gave time to instructional leadership, ^leneral planning,
financial administration, personnel administration, schoolplant management, public relations, and administration of
oupil services. The Association's study revealed that the
amount of time devoted to financial administration declined
as the size of the school system increased.

Also, there was

an increase of time spent on these fimctions compared with
the percent of time spent on general planning and public
relations.
The school superintendent's function consists of a
multitude of Jobs to be done, and when there is more work
than one person can perform efficiently, it is necessary and
imperative that the work be subdivided, using a central
office for

its coordination.

The most common pattern found

in the American Association of School Administrators survey
was that most of the executives had too little personnel to

^^ American School .^i,^perintendency. p. 65.

5^
do their Job efficiently.

The nature of the last requirement

is that sound principles of organization and management should
be followed in setting up administration of sohools. The
practice of determining how much administration is needed on
the basis of a mercenary or budget balance, or percentage
criterion is indefensible and should be abandoned in favor
of a more realistic look at the work to be done. One criterion that should be kept in mind is that the purpose of
the school system is to serve the developmental needs of the
children and youth.

This idea is described by the Education-

al Policies Commission as follows:

"The most important thing

about any educational agency is what happens to the people
whom that agency serves.

Everything else—administration,

organization, financial support, plant and equipment, even
the teaching staff—is a means to the end of helping boys
and girls, men and women, to LEARN.'•^6
The charts which follow are designed to show the
basic elements and characteristics of various organizational patterns in schools of different size.
CHART I
CHART OP ORGANIZATION OF SMALL SCHOOL 3Y.3TEM3
I' tloard of Eguca-Lion"]

I
I Superintendent of Sohools

I
Business
Services

Administration
and
Personnel
Services

1

Instructional
Services

1
Special
Services

^6 Educational Policies Commission, '^^xxQUitloa for ^^IX
American Youth^ A Further Look. Natl. Ed. ASSO. , iWas.iington,
D.C,1952), Hereafter cited as Education tO£, A^l "outlu
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Caiart I shows the basio organizational structure that
characterizes most small school systems. The chart does not
necessarily indicate that a separate individual shaXX be
assigned to each of the tasks but does indicate that those
duties must be performed by some one.

In the very small

units, doubtXess aXX of the functions would be done by ana
individual with clerical help and with a certain percent of his
time spent on each function.

As the school increases in

size and more demands are made by the J»ublic, offioe staff
must be assigned to the vcu^ious roles*

In a medium sized

system the delineation might be made by classifying each of
the divisions axid by placing an assistant superintendent
in oharge of that partioular fixnction. Going one step
further, under each of these sussistant superintendents there
might be another assistant, or a person might be assigned
to a specific task under each of these divisions.

An ex-

ample of such organization could quite possibly be that of
a head maintenance man who assists the plant superintendent,
who in turn assists the business officer.
As the requirements of the school system increase
with its growth, it becomes necessary to decide whether
there are to be limited or multiple contacts with the superintendents through the planning of the organization of its
fiuiministration. Such organization could be planned in such
a way as to permit either direct or indirect contact between
the superintendent and the various administrative subdivisions
for which he is responsible.

This facet of organization is

shown in the following charts, which have been designed to
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illustrate organizational structure for increasinjly larger
17
systems.
CHART II
MULTIPLE CONTACTo WITH THE CHIEF ADMINISTRATOR

Board of Education
Supt. of Schools

I
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Instruction

4:

Director of
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I

AsSt. Supt.
Adminis.
director or
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I

I
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Information^

JIhbol
Physician

X

I

Supervisor
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Supervisor
of
Art

1

I
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of
Physical Education

X

sst. Supt
ersonnel

Asst. Supt
Business

Principal!

Supervisor
of
Transportation

^'^ American School Superintendency. pp. 71-73
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CHART III
LIMITED CONTACTS WITH THE CHIEF ADMINISTRATOR
LARGE SCHOOL SYSTEM
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CHART IV
ORGANISATION OF THi: SUPEHINTEI^IDENCY
MIDDLE SIZE .:CIIOOL SYSTEM
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Chart II shows the organizational pattern of a school
system in which there are multiple contacts with the chief
administrator.

The four basic administrative assistants are

instruction, administration, business, and personnel. The
provisions for the other staff members are shown.
are directly responsible to the head officer.

These

Two major

points are to be observed in this chart; first, an organization may be set up that provides that the chief officer appoints outstanding individuals in whom he places full authority and responsibility to do the task and expects periodic
reports directly to him from them.

Secondly, this pattern

points out the need for extensive personnel in the operation
of a school system, and each of these types will be discussed
in this paper as we approach that particular segment.
Chart III illustrates limited contacts with the
superintendent in a large school system.. As in the former
pattern the major divisions are business, instruction, administration and personnel, and special services, each directly responsible to the superintendent..

A director of

research has been added, along with an administrative assistant, both of whom are directly responsible to the superintendent.

Direct contacts between sub-assistants and the

chief administrator are infrequent, as he gets information
directly from the four first assistants and plans with them
for the operation of the school.

The other significant thing

about this pattern is that it clearly is illustrative of the
growth of the number of personnel needed as the school increases in size of operation.

It also points out the four
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directors in oertain phases which had been shown in the two
previous organizational patterns.
Chart IV was introduced to complete the picture,
since one chart was shown for a small school and two for
large systems, it was believed necessary to show the organizational pattern

in a school of middle size. Basically the

division of work is about the same as previously shown,
but it was believed that this organization would be more
appropriate to the larger schools in New Mexico.

Measured

against present employment practices in the state, many
similarities can be noted^
Before taking up the matter of assistants to the
superintendents at the state level, some implications from
this survey of superintendents might be in ozHler. Provision
for more assistants does not necessarily mean improved administration unless through their employment, the chief
school officer is thereby freed from less important duties
to better coordinate the entire program.

Evidence shows

from two viewpoints that superintendents need more assistance.
"The average superintendent, urban or rural, spends about 58
hours on the job, a longer work week than can reasonably be
expected to result in personal happiness or professional
competence.

More than three out of five superintendents,

both urban and rural, state that the chief impediment to
better use of their time is lack of professional assistants.
There is reason to believe that almost every superintendency
18
suffers from a lack of professional and clerical assistants,*^"
18
•^^ AmerlQa^q School, Superintendency. p. 86,
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The survey of the American School Superintendency showed that
six out of ten supperintendents were unable to achieve an
ideal time distribution among responsibilities because of
the lack of assistants.

With this condition existing in the

United States as a whole and since the state of New Mexico
participated in the survey, it would seem reasonable to
assume that there is not only a need for some legal changes
but that actual practices need to be improved as well. Per-*
haps through legal action the actual practices might be
brought more nearly into focus#
To compare legal provisions with actual practices of
certificated personnel in the state of New Mexico, it was
necessary to reiterate the practices as shown in Chapter Illf
where national and state practices are described and a comparison made I and suggestions made for the public schools
of New Mexico*
Letters were written to all the national and state
agencies concerning the types of certificated school personnel considered in this study^

Copies of the letters written

and the replies are shown in the appendix.

Much valuable

Information and many suggestions for the clarification of
the problem were received through this source.
In Chapter III, Table I shows that 7 assistant superintendents and 26 special administrators were employed in the
state without legal authorization.

Table I also shows that

11 business managers were employed, and their employment was
in direct conflict with an attorney general's opinion. The
assistants and special administrators will be placed in the

6»
same class and discussed as such. Before considering them,
however, the matter of business managers or assistant supex^
intendents in charge of business will be covered.
The position of business manager of the public sohools
has already been shown to be older than that of the superintendent*

This was a natural outgrowth of the development

of the public schools in the United States. This development
also accounts for the dual type of system of responsibility
which is StiXX in effect in some places in the United States*
As was pointed out earlier, the CXeveXand PXan, so-caXXed
because it originated in CXeveXand^ Ohio, provided for a
superintendent to be appointed by the business manager. This
pXan has, since the beginning of the twentiety century reversed
itself, and the plan now is for the business manager to be
appointed by the board upon recommendation of the superintendent.

New Mexico falls into the latter class because of the

method of taixatlon and distribution of school monies. In
Texas, it is a common praetice for the business manager to
serve as the tax assessor and collector for the school district.

This tyi>e of administration has not proved too success-

ful because of friction arising from the fact that the business manager is responsible directly to the board of education
rather than to the superintendent of schools.
In checking materials on the position of business
managers in the public schools it was found that even though
public schools have been in existence for three centuries,
school administration as a science and a profession has emerged
since 1900. Prior to this time, with the exception of a few
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dissertations, research in the matter of school business
operation had not been donot

The past four decades have

seen a remarkable ohange in this matter with research in the
field of business administration taking the lead.

During

the recession period of 1920*21 and the depression period
beginning in 1929, added impetus was given the studies in
that better use of available revenue became a necessity.
Colleges and Universities have added many courses on the subject of business administration, and much writing has been
aeoomplished.

It is now well known that the amount of money

available vitally affects the entire employment program of
school personnel.as well as the quaXity of the program.
Two organizations, the American Association of SohooX Ad«*
ministrators and the Association of SchocX Business
OfficiaXs, have been active in developing priaeipXes and
diffusing praoticei^ in this field.

The standard reference,

even though oXd, written by EngeXhardt and BngeXhard^t
"Public SchooX Business Administration", is stiXX considered
by some to be the most complete work on the subject.''*"
The necessity of an administrative official to handle
the business problems of a school is self evident.

As soon

as there is more than one classroom it becomes necessary to
coordinate the needs for supplies, books, and other materials.
When there is more than one building it becomes necessary to
purchase and deliver supplies to those separate buildings.
Whether there be one or a thousand teachers, school funds

10
^ Monroe's, Encyclopedia of Research, pp, 101-102.
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must be budgeted end accounted for and payrolls met, along
with maintenance and operation of the school plant.^^ As
has been pointed out and will possibly be done many times
more, someone, whether it be the superintendent, an assistant,
or a business manager must assume these responsibilities.
According to C, W, Foster, Executive Secretary of
the Association of School Business Officials, the Association had not set any definite standards as to how big a
school had to be before it required the services of a business manager.

In a recent 6a:*tiole published in Nation's
21

Schools, B, R, Costing,

Business Manager at Hinsdale,

Illinois, summarizes current practices in determining when
a school system is justified in empXeying a business manager.

The most common practice cited was that a schocX with

X,000 students or more needed the services of a business
manager. In further justification Costing states:
"There is usually a point in a school systems' pupil population growth when business affairs become so complicated
that, from an economical point of view, it pays to employ a
specialist.

It is believed that this point is reached at

approxlfflate:^.y 1,000 pupils,"

A further refinement of the

critical point of justification of employing a business
manager, according to Costing, is as follows:

"Prominent

among the criteria for employing a business expert must be
^^ American School Superintendency. pp. 92-93 •
21

B, R. Costing, "When Does A School System Need A
Business Manager", Nations Schools. May 1957, P* 100.
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two considerations:

educational opportunities for children

and economy of operation of the school system.

In the great

majority of states, educational systems use a unit system of
administrative control,; and when the superintendent becomes so
burdened with business affairs that the educational opportunities of the children become limited, an educational business expert should be employed."
Another authority on school administration. Ward G,
Reeder of Ohio State University, states that in the last few
years the establishment of business managers in the public
schools has moved apace, and now there are few schools, particularly those that hive as many as 1,000 students, which
do not employ at least one business manager.^^
The Peabody Survey of schools in New Mexico, in 19^8,
points out that one of the areas that needs some consideration given to it is that of business administration^ and it
further shows that there is a lack of adequate accounting
systems and a lack of well trained personnel to handle the
business management in the public schools. -^
In light of the standards indicated by Engelhardt
and Engelhardt, Costing, V/ard G. Reeder, and others, New
Mexico is lagging far behind the national standards for the
employment of business managers.

The need for business mana-

gers in New Mexico sohools was clearly

own by the Peabody

Survey in 19^8; yet no action has been taken to change the

22 Monroe's, Encyclopedia of Research^ p. 102,
^^ Peabody Survey of New Mexico. p. 85,
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situation*

In the case of business managers the legal status

and actuaX employment practice both seem to be in need of
some revision.

Legally there should be an allowance made for

business managers based on the size of a school system
according t© pupiX popuXation or size of budget to be expended by a sohooX district.

The present practice of allow-

ing business officials only when there is a cash balance
in the budget cannot be substantiated or justified in research.
The 11 business managers empXoyed in the public schools of
New Mexico are placed in a rather precarious position when
faced with the fact that an attorney general's opinion specifically prohibits their employment.
As public school districts in New Mexico are planned
and put into operation in keeping with best known educational practices and for the benefit of the school children, the
problem of adequately and efficiently taking care of the
business of the schools should have serious and careful consideration and planning.
Chart III shows the administrative organization depicting the roles of both assistant superintendents and
special administrators.

These two groups can very well be

placed together and studied as one group. Of the seven
assistant superintendents shown in Chart II, two of them are
with county units and the other five with the larger muni«
cipalities.

The duties and responsibilities of the 26 spe-

cial administrators shown covers a wide range of activities.
Sixteen of these are found in the largest school in the state,
and the other 10 are in the larger municipal systems.
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Ae has been pointed out from many sources, both national and state, one of the big problems among administrators is the lack of assistants.

Charts I, II, III, and IV

of this study showed the various assistants and the subdivisions of school personnel*

In this investigation attention

will be centered on the four major administrative assistant
positions, rather than trying to cover all with many subdivisions^ and this phase will cover personnel, instruction,
and special services. These classifications will fairly well
cover most of the situations in New Mexioo.

In the larger

systems in the United States a director of Information is
frequently added«

Also, employed are directors of research

as well as one or more assistant superintendents who help
share the overall load rather than being assigned to a special division.

In several cases in New Mexico schools the

person designated sis special administrative assistant is In
oharge of curriculum and actually should be classed in that
category of directors of curriculum which will be discussed
later.

These personnel were classed more as a budgetary

convenience rather than according to their assignB<^»t- to
a particular job.
There is evidence that among the multiple facets of
educational leadership schooX personnel administration is
becoming increasingly more Important.

Like the other seg-

ments of the problem, the ultimate success or failure lies
heavily on the superintendent.

The question of when to add

an assistant superintendent for personnel administration is not
easily decided.

Most references state lengthy arguments on
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the importance of the problem, but no speoifio or definitive
answer is available.

According to the American Association

of School Administrators publication. The American School
Superintendenoyj

"No matter what the size of the school

system, personnel administration, including the recruitment,
retention, promotion, compensation, transfer, and separation
of school employees, constitutes an area of major influenoe
upon the instructional program.

But personnel administra-

tion is not in itself part of the instructional process. It
is a horizontal rather than a vertical part of the school
organization.

In a system employing a hundred or more teach-

ers there is ample reason to have an assistant superintendent
in charge of selection, inservice training, promotion, per*
sonnel records, and other personnel matters for both profesMlonal

and nonprofessional employees.
Much has been written concerning the fact that teacher

selection is the responsibility of the boards of education.
In actuality the board relies on the superintendent and his
assistants for preliminary selection, screening, and elimina*
tion, and, finally, recommendation.

As can readily be seen,

this process and procedure by which qualified teachers are
employed and i^tained in a school system demands a high
level of competence and skill.

In addition, the process is

continuous and, in a system of medium to large size, requires
a full-time administrative official and staff.

In some

schools the practice has developed of having a committee

m^n^m

jSalaaal sy^pgr^y^lreM^qgy, P. 9 0
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composed of teachers and administrators oheok on applications
before they are sent to the board for final recommendation
and electioni^^
In checking educational authorities on public school
administration, there was no exception to the great amount
of stress placed upon the vital importance of selection,
assignment, and orientation of teachers. Also, the import*
ance of careful selection as compared to the problem of dismissal of incompetent personnel was emphasized.

Two autho-

rities went so far as to say no other administrative duty
was more important than teacher selection.^^
Boeder, a recognized?authority in school administration,
points out not only the importance of selection, along with
the difficulty of dismissal Of personnel, but takes it one
step further in pointing out that no performance begets
greater benefits for those for whom the schools exist*-namely, the pupi^ls—than the selection of a competent teach27
ing personnel." '
In much of the literature great stress is placed on
the proper methbd of personnel selection and pco^ticularly
the responsibility of the board of education.

This is

25 Monroe's, Encyclopedia of Research, p. 1^28.
26
Calvin Grieder, and W, E, RosenstengeX, Public
MmX
hM\l^l^\m\l9n,
(Tl^e Ronald Press, New York, 19557,
pp, 81-82. Hereafter cited as Grieder and Rosentengel,
£ui2lXS. School ^miUaX^Pv^MoVi*
^'^ Ward G. Boeder, T)£iSL Fundamentals JQX. fu^jJULfi. ^]tTi99^
fdtniniatration, (The MacMillan Co,, New York, 1951), PP. I09-III
Hereafter cited as Reeder, Public School Administration.
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actually as it should be, because it is only through the legal
action of the board that superintendents, or their assistants,
can carry out the work of selection of the teachers.^^
Effective employment practices in school personnel
administration go far beyond the mere selection of a teacher.
Adequate time should be given to that phase, but in addition the assignment, orientation, and securing proper teachers
load all will determine the end result of good teaching and
good education for the students. The matter of substitute
teachers as well as promotion of teachers and evaluation
of their work goes along with the job of personnel director.^^
So important is the job of personnel that the Association of School Administrators devoted their thirty-third
yearbook to it, surveying every phase of the problem.

The

motivating forces behind human behavior were studied along
with other factors effecting the work of the teacher group.
Any lessons that might be learned from industry's methods of
handling the personnel problem were given careful scrutiny.
In s mmarizing the study which this group made it was repeated over and over that there was no more important function of administration than the careful selection of all

^^ American Association of School Administrators,
^]^99X ^Pft^'gl—^MPgr^h1^eA4Qht ^QX^t;;|,OflSh^Pg, Thirty-Fourth
Yearbook, National Education Association, (Washington, D,C.,

1956), p. 36.
^° American Association of School Administrators,
StlS. Superintendent &g. Instructional Leader. Thirty-Fifth
Yearbook, National Education Association, (Washington,
D,C,, 1957), PP» 56-'li^,
Hereafter cited as Superintendent
S3, Instinictional Leader.
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personnel and the proper induction and guidance after selection.-?

Perhaps there has been too much citation and re-

affirming of the same thought on this problem, but its import and significance simply cannot be treated lightly.

The

Peabody Survey of the state of New Mexico reveals that the
problem has not yet been placed in its proper perspective.
This is still true as evidenced by the fact that there are
only six personnel directors employed in the public schools
of the state.

There is still no legal provision for such a

position in the New Mexico schools. This would indicate
that changes are needed in regard to legality of the position
as well as the practice.
Almost all of the organizational charts shoi^m in this
chapter included a director of instruction or curriculum
director.

The next category discussed in this study in-

volves the 14 directors of curriculum and, since this phase
of the program is so closely related to the matter of instruction and teachers, it would appear to be defensible to
treat these segments together and discuss them in that division.

Therefore, the last part of category I, the directors

of special activities, will include these segments.
Much of what has already been said and the references
cited apply to directors of special actlvitfes. The time
and conditions that justify employing a director of a

-^American Association of School Administrators,
Staff Relations XO. School Administration. Thirty-Third
Yearbook, National Education Association, (IVashin-ton, D.C,
1955), PP- 5-233, Hereafter cited as st^^if Relations in
School ,44m^r^^,gtr^t^5,9h»
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division within the framework of school administration can
only be Judged against the baokground of the instructional
program.

It has been pointed out that when the learning

process is being affected by the lack of attention, because
the administrator is buz*dened with too many responsibilities
and too much work, it is time to give serious consideration
to the addition of additional assistants as direotcrs of a
p«u:*t of the program*
In a broader sense, on the national level, the term
director of a special activity might include any of those
officiatls shown in the preceding charts in this chapter.
Any one of the four major areas might be broken into separate parts, and an administrator placed in charge of that
area.

In the larger systems the professional and the

non-professional personnel are frequently placed under separate directors who are classed as administrative assistants.
Some have a separate public information, or public relations
director, instead of giving so many responsibilities to the
personnel director.

Likewise, research may be divided into

elementary and secondary XeveXs. The most common practice
seems to be the placement of special activities under the
business management phase of schooX administration.

Here

there may be directors of finance, new buildings, operation
and maintenance of buildings, and transportation and food
service.

In organization charts III and IV, shown in this

chapter,^^ health, playgrounds, and recreation directors

31 American 2aJ[^QsJL Superintendency. pp, 86-90.
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were shown as direotcrs of special activities. Little more
iMeds to be said about the matter of assistants in administration, since it has alrea^lr been pointed out that a major
concern among school administrators was the lack of necessary
assistants.

It has also been discussed that the only true

criterion for the addition of these extra people depended
on the services needed and the size of the operation, rather
than whether or not the budget would allow it.
In New Mexico the organizational structure has been
given, showing that there are ^directors of special activities, 6 personnel directors, 3 guidance directors, and the
others in public relations, reseaz*ch, attendance, athletics,
and safety.

In addition, the k directors of special activi-

ties are in oharge of transportation, maintenance, lunch
program, or combinations of these items. Legal authority
for these special sub-areas is provided only through personnel allotment where there vfas a cash balance from the previous year in the maintenance budget or thx^ugh paying for
them out of direct charge funds.

In any case there tirasta

definite need to bring together the legal provisions and
the actual practices in the matter.
The factor of school size in adding special assistants, as mentioned in this last group, seems to be more indefinite than has been the case concerning other assistants as
mentioned in the study.

The reason for this seems to be

that the variability of systems is so great that setting
up a specific number would not be a defensible action. It
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•••ms that the final answer muet be measured against what
effeet this additional perswmel will have on the educational
program for the students <»
The next two categories deal basically with servioee
to p u p U personnel^

The first dealt with the administration

of the overfall program, whioh, of oourse, could oooly be
Justified on the baais of service to the students, yet had
to be oonsidered in a somewhat different li^t.
In category XI there

were found 14 direotcrs of

ourriouluffl or instruction, with at least four more added
from oategory I, who were olassed eus administrative assistants
in oharge of instruction or ciui'rioulum^

there were 86 super*

visors, 16 oounty eupervieors, 397 principals and assistants,
and 6,939 classroom teaohere^

Before taking these up one

at a time per^iaps a broad overview concerning that group
would be worthwhile.
In studying the literatU2?e there seems to be several
references that were accepted as perhaps outstanding ones
oonoeming the matter of personnel*

The Eduoaticnal

Policies Commission points out,in one of their booklets,
that the board of education is responsible for control of
education and selects a superintendent who advises with
them in employing an adequate staff to carry on the instructional program*^

Others make this same observation but go

3^ National Education Association and American
Association of School Administrators, Educational Policies

Commission, 3 M Stru^l^^g jaodL (ftdBto;iatrfttitgfl s^ amflatloa
| n American Democracy. (Waflhington. D . C , 1 9 3 0 ) , pp. ^ 2 - 3 9 .
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one step further in breaking down the requirements according
to the secondary and elementary levels.

In the book, "Educa-

tion For All American Youth—A Further Look", the necessity
of having adequate personnel for the secondary level is
stressed for the students to learn, but makes no attempt to
set up numbers of students as requisites for employment.^^
The book, "Education For AXX American Children," about
the elementary schooXs, states that personnel should be
made aV€iiXabXe according to the extent it provides for the
foXXowing:

X.

"For each American child, rich and purpose-

fuX living-learning experiej^ces," 2.

"For each American

child, living with others, both children and adults, who
are most able to increase the range and value of his ex>

periences," 3.

"For each American child, the best possible

physical environment for effective learning."^
The research division of the Nationeil Education Association cited the two most complete works in their files on
the subject of personnel.

One of these attempts to set up

the actuaX number of principals, teachers, counselors, and
librarians needed for a certain number of students. This
reference wlXX be quoted frequently, since it is one of the
few of its kind.^^
33 National Education Association, Education For All
Youth, p. 56.
3^ Educational Policies Commission, Education For ip^l
American Children. Natl. Ed. Asso., (Washington, D . C , 19^8)
p 192. Hereafter cited as Education t2JL iOJ. ^tlUdESH.

Vol,

35 National Education Association,Research Bulletin,
XXII, No, 2 , ,a:,ftP9Bft3la tsoL ? U I ? U P ^uqat^pyi ijx J^pstwar

America. (Washington, D . C , Apr. 19**^), PP« 53-57- Hereafter
c i t e d as ^Hqft1^49ft JLH Postwar America.
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It is interesting to note that at a national meeting
of the American Association of School Administrators, in
St. Louis, Missouri^on May 7, 1957 and attended by the
Presidents of the Superintendent's groups from the 48 states,
there was almost unanimous concern over the need to revise
this particular research buXXetin vrtiich had been issued in
ApriX, 1944. The reason for this high priority was brought
out in the discussion of the problem as being the feXt need
for authentic information on justification for personnel in
public schooXs.
The other reference cited was of a similar nature but
was intended primarily for elementary schools,*^ This bullatin lists suggested standards according to expert opinions
secured by the Research Division of the National Education
Association.

The authors concede that these standards are

not to be used as inches on a ruler, and that an estimate
of an acceptable range might be found on either side of the
figures given.

Standard?i given might be slightly above ty-

pical o# average but are not as high as advanced practices.
The bulletin points out that where the people want an outstanding program for their children, the number of each type
of personnel and expenditure might even go above the suggested standard.

These standards are listed in full.

36 National Elementary Principal's Association, "Behind lachClassroom", Nfit^;|.QM^ Ej^^^^^^^t^y ^vXl^<^lVQiV^ Journal,
Volume )C(XIV, Number 5, National Education Association,
(Washington, D,C., February, 1955), PP* 15-18. Hereafter
cited as Qe];^lfl4 ^ 9 b Classroom.

l^
"Behind Each Classroom"
Suggested Chart for Elementary Schools"
Citizens of the Community |

[ Board

of Education

]

I Superintendent of Schools I
Administrative and
business staff as required for administration, finance, and
public relations, etc.

Instructional staff
in general research
curriculum, professional library, audiovisual, and similar
work centers.

Eight Supervising Prinoipalsj

(
. M M M

I))))) J

Eight School Buildings
( ( ( ( ( ( (

) ) ) ) ) ) )

TWO HUNDRED CLASSROOM TEACHERS

( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( (

) ) } ) ) ) )

TTT)

The above includes the following personnel:
24
2 Attendance wel3 Oral hygienfare workers
ists
3 Psychologists
1 General super4
2 Physicians (on
visor
4
part-time basis)
3 Special super4
4 Nurses
visors
3
12 School clerks
5 Reading
12 Custodians
12 School Librarians

Helpin,^ teachers
Art
i'xusic
x-hs* Lki.
Speech Correction
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"Behind Each Classroom"
"Tentative Recommendations Suggested by Chart on Page 79"
1.

SchooX enroXXment—about 600 per school (the range
m l ^ t be from 400 to 800, depending upon facilities
and commimity policies,)

2.

Class size—24 pupils per classroom (the range would be
from 20 to 30 depending upon type of pupil or grade
level, e.g,, kindergarten),

3*

Instructional materials--expressed in annual expenditure
per child enrolled:
a. Textbooksl3*00 d, #Audio-visualmaterials-$,75
b. Supplementary
e. Audio-visual Equipment- 1,00
books
1.00 f. Supplies
5,00
c. Library books- - 2,00

4*

Personnel
a. Welfare and attendance workers, 1 per :^00 pupils,
b. Psychologists, 1 per 1,600 pupils,
c. Physicians (part-time), 1 per 2,400 pupils,
d. Psychiatrists (part-time), 1 per 2,400 pupils,
e. Nurses, 1 per 1,200 pupils,
f. Oral Hygienlsts, 1 per 1,600 pupils,
g. General supervisor or director of instruction, X for
the school system,
h. Special supervisors, 1 for school system in each of
three fields: Health and nutrition, handicapped
children, and kindergarten,
i. Helping teachers (or resource persons) in following
areas:
(1) Reading, 1 per 40 teachers,
(2) Art, X per 50 teachers,
(3) Music, X per 50 teachers,
(4) Physical education, 1 per 50 teachers,
(5) Audio-visual methods, 1 per 50 teachers,
(6) Speech correction, 1 per 65 teachers,
j. Librarians, 1 per 600 pupils,
k. Clerks, 1 per 400 pupils (at least one per school),
1, Custodians, 1 per 400 pupils, (with part-time maid
in schools with 6OO or more pupils; at Xeast one
custodian per school),"
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The two charts depict some definite trends of the
thinking and planning regarding personnel in the second and
third category of this study.

As was stated earlier, if an

outstanding program is desired by the schooX patrons for
their children, it is necessary to make adequate statutory
and financial provisions for the carrying on of such a
program.
In a series of bulletins put out by the Educational
Policies Commission between 1940 and 1951, concerning the
welfare of America in all its facets, references are made
repeatedly to the importance of the public schools and the
necessity for an adequate staff and teachers if America is
to remain strong.

In one of these bulletins, "Education

and National Security", the statement is made:
al PersohneX cannot be improvised."-^'

"Profession-

The report also shows

the vital importance of school staff to the national security of America and that improvement in education must be
carried on.
Another bulletin, "Educational and Economic Well
Efeing in American Democracy", tells the story of how essential the schools and their staff are to the economic well
being of the nation, and how the program of education must
be greatly extended and generally improved.-^"

The bulletin

37
Educational Policies Commission and American
Council on Education, Ed\;^cation and National Security.
(Washington, D . C , 1951), P* 182.
38 Educational Policies Commission, Education ABJI
Eopnomio Jatell-Being In American Democracy. (Washington, D,C.,
1 9 5 O T 7 P - 3.82,
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"Public Education and the Future of America", states that
the future of America is dependent on public education, and
that the future has for its first concern, manpower which
is developed largely through public education,-^^ A somewhat
different approach, yet of ever mounting importance is that
of promoting moral and spiritual values in the schools.
The need to give/individual attention to each pupil is now
recognized as imperative in American Schools; this is difficult or even impossible to attain in the linfavorable situations associated with a high pupil-teacher ratio.^
One major concern in schools for tomorrow, according to Dr, A. J. Stoddeurd, is whether or not enough good
teachers, aides, and other personnel can be found to meet
the need in America. Another area of concern is that of
meeting the problem of pupil-teacher ratio and keeping it
41
within reasonable bounds.
One of the most significant events in education,
which has been recorded in the past century, was the White
House Conference on Education in 1955*

Probably more lay

people and professional educators sat down together and
planned and discussed the whole program of education than

^^ Educational Policies Commission, Public Education
^ d ^fte Future of America^ (Washington, D . C , 1955), P» 85.
^ Educational Policies Commission, Moral asi Spiritual
VaOoiSA la m a liifeli^. .Ssi3^^ (Washington, D . C , 1951), P. 70.
41
Stoddard, A, J,, Schools for Tomorrow: M Miicator's Blueprint^ The Fund for the Advancement of Education,
(The Ford Foundation, New York, 1957), pp. 14-19. Hereafter
cited as Stodard, .§fiiiS2la tStJL Tomorrow.
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had ever done so before in the history of public education.
Out of the conference came many findings and conclusions
concerning public education.

One division in partioular

discussed the problem of getting and keeping good teachers; this group did not limit itself to cXassroom teachers
aXone but to the entire staff.

It was pointed out by them

that every enterprise must have effective leadership and
that the highest types of thoroughly trained, suocessfuX,
experienced persons must be avaiXabXe for this service.
They recognized that there was need for superintendents,
principals, supervisors, specialists, psychologists,
counselors, and nurses, aXong with personnel for the operation of the schooX plant, transportation, and food service.
"To serve the expanding schooXs and the increasing number
of teachers, administrative and supervisory staffs must be
enXarged."

"Administration and supervision are maintained,
42
not independently, but only to support instruction*"
In the state of New Mexico the Peabody survey, in
1948, indicated that part of the problem is financial, but
to a larger extent the results of inadequate services to
pupils is the failure of the state to provide an adequate
organizational structure* ^
42
Committee for the White House Conference on Education, 4 Report tQ th^ President. Superintendent of Documents, (U.S. <^cvemment Printing Office, Washington, D;C,,
April, 1956). Hereafter cited as White House Conference.

^ ?ea]?9aY Survey oL Mi MZ1QSL» P- 85
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The foregoing material has been given to establish
the Imperative need for a staff to direct the instructional
program which is the heart of any school system.

Other

personnel, even though essential and vital, must exist for
the assistance of the teaching program that is implemented
in the classroom daily in the public schools.
The first group mentioned in category II was that
of directors of curriculum,

liable rl-J shows only 14 in New

Mexico with 4 others being added from category I, where
they were classed as administrative assistants in charge of
curriculum or instruction, making a total of 18 in the state.
Most superintendents realize that their most important
task is that of improving instruction.

The problem is find-

ing time to actually do the job themselves or setting up the
necessary personnel to carry out the program of improvement.44
After principles of curriculum work have been established,
the question that looms up before the superintendent is:
Who is to take charge and direct this program?

It is essen-

tial that the one in charge have enough administrative
authority to discharge his responsibility.

One principle

stated is that there is no substitute for administrative
leadership.

In a school system of any appreciable size the

superintendent will have to delegate actual leadership to
an assistant superintendent, a curriculum director, a coordinator, or regardless of title, to a person who is

^

Apa^r^ft^ School Superintendency. p. 18,
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qualified to coordinate and direct the program.^5
The same thought or idea was given in auLl references
checked concerning the problem of curriculum work or the improvement of instruction in the public schools. The same
problem which has been presented concerning the addition of
personnel was encountered.
extra personnel?

When should a school add this

The answer is found in terms of the

responsibilities already being carried by the present staff,
and whether they are adequately serving the needs of the
instructional program.

If a deficiency is found there should

be little, if any, doubt left concerning the need for other
workers.

Certainly the evidence given in the general dis-

cussion on the importance of the educatbnal program to the
people of the United States, and the instructional program
in particular being carried on in the schools should leave
no questions in the minds of school boards who are charged
with the responsibility of providing the staff.
With only 18 people being employed in the state of
New Mexico in this important function of directing the curriculum programs, it is evident that both the legal aspects
as well as the actual practices need to be appraised as well
as augmented in the light of modem educational practices.
It should be noted that each of these administrative personnel be counted under present provisions against the teacher quota for that school district in which they work. If

•^ American Association of School Administrators,
American ^Qh99l Curriculum. Thirty-First Yearbook,
(Washington, D . C , 1953), PP- 83.
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they are not counted as teachers, then there is no legal
allotment for them except under broad general terms already
mentioned.
The next group to be considered was that of supervisors.

The earliest supervisors of schools in the United

States were committees chosen to visit the schools to determine the achievement of the pupils. As the schools grev^ and
several teachers were employed in each school, it became
common practice for one teacher to be designated as head
teacher.

As the schools were set up under a single head,

as mentioned in this study under the division on superintendents, the responsibility was fixed on him for supervision.
About I87O several new subjects weie added to the curriculum
such as music, drawing, manual training, and home economics.
The development of programs in these fields of study demands
special knowledge and skills, and since school superintendents
in general were not familiar with these subjects it was
necessary to employ supervisors to work with teachers in
these special programs.

Special supervision, for regular
46
subjects and special services, were added later.
From its

first inception the idea of providing adequate supervisory
staffs in the special programs and services has now become
well established in the schools. The superintendents and
principals, along with specialists, such as supervisors,
coordinators, or resource people, all share responsibility
for the actual supervision of courses in the curriculum.

46 Monroe*s. Encyclopedia of Research, pp. 1371-1373•
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Much research has been done to determine the effectiveness of
empXoying supervisors of both special and regular cXassroom
subjects.

According to Monroe, "AXX of these studies con-

tain material testifying to the general worth of supervision."^7
Perhaps through the employment of supervisors, superintendents
may be showing their willingness to take aotion toward in48
structional improvement.
The duties and functions of a
supervisor have been the subject of much debate.

Although

this study is not concerned primarily with the debate, it
should be noted that most educators agree that a supervisor
is a helper and consultant rather than an administrative
assistant charged with the function of measuring competency
of teachers.^°
Along with the studies substantiating the value of
supervisors, some students still think that the place of the
supervisor is not clear cut.

The experiences of classroom

teachers and supervisors have not always been too pleasent.
"Teachers sometimes claim the supervisors are too cocksure
and think they are endowed with Solomon's wisdom.

The super-

visors often show signs of needing the supervision more than
the teacher s".^"
^7 Monroe's, Encyclopedia o£, Re^^§£SJ[kf PP- 1374.
^^ Chandler,
Management XH School
York, 1955), p. 41,
Personnel Management

B. J., and Petty. Paul V., Personnel
A/Sm in i strati on. (World Book Co., New
Hereafter cited as Chandler and Petty,
XSL Schools.

^9 Orleder and Rosentengel, Public School Admlnis-

ii:aUsa»pP' 160-161.
^^ Reeder, ^ M l f t ^ffh""^ Administration, p . 235,
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All references checked showed a definite trend toward employment of supervisors; however, the name seems to
be ©hanging to coordinators, resource persons, and helpers
in a good many places. The impci^tant question of how many
such personnel to employ was rather difficult to trace.
The Research Division of the National Education Association,
in one »*eperted research, stated one supervisor was needed
for each 35 teaohers in elementary and one for each 40 teachers in the secondary schools.^^

This research was sent to

the author in reply to a letter requesting information about
the ratio of certificated personnel to number of students
and appears In the appendix.

New Mexico's ratio: of one

supervisor to every 80 teachers, as shown in Table II should
be considered quite high.
The^

Peabody Survey report on New Mexioo schools

in 1948 was very critical of the present professional study
programs carried on by the individual sohools in the state.
It was reported to them. In their survey, that more than
half the schools were receiving no supervision at all, either
from supervisors or principals. The secondatry principals,
according to the Peabody Survey, were doing more supervision
and carrying on more professional studies than other groups
in the state of New Mexico.

It was suggested

that perhaps

the elementary schools would have to ^jive up the plan of
having special teachers for art and music.

The regular

Classroom teaohers, it was suggested, should be trained to

*

National Education Association, Proposed Proi^am

aL Easantiai ^fYJlttift isx, Slwm%^v:f ^^rf^QftnAftTY,^ani22ia»
Research Division, (Washington, D . C , April, 1952), pp. l-3«
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teaoh the special subjects.^^

It is possible that if the

idea of self-contained cXassrooms is carried out that there
wiXl arise a necessity for a supervisor of these special
subjects to assist the classroom teachers.
Judging from the above data. New Mexico needs to
study rather carefully its present instructional program as
fai? as supervision is concerned.

The County supervisors,

who number 14 at the present time, from all indications are
doing an adequate job of visiting their schools except in a
few isolated cases. The county supervisors are provided for
by the state law and their requirements for employment are
set by the state.

All other supervisors are without legal

approval except in that, the budget form calls for them, but
they must be counted against the teacher quota because of
an attorney general's opinion.

If supervisors are to be em-

ployed, it is believed that both the legal allotment and actual practice need to be clarified.
There are presently employed in the public schools of
New Mexico 348 principals and 49 assistant principals; 104
of these are classed as high school principals, 38 are junior
high school principals, and 255 aJ?e elementary principals.
There are no regulations concerning the number of principals
according to number of students or teachers in the school.
The position of principal has evolved out of the
classroom situation in contrast to the superintendency, which
grew out of the necessity for an executive officer for boards

5^ P^afrft<a,y Survey g£_ Ngw Mexico. p. 12?
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of eduoation«

The first secondary principals came into ex-

istence with the Latin Qraimaar school of eolonial New England.
The elementary principal, as such, is a comparatively recent
development in public school administration.

These positions

are outgrowths of the original job as head teacher and both
have achieved professional status in the educational world
of today.*3

As the position of principal developed, various

patterns or types came into existence. These Included general teaching, secondary, elementary, and part-time prinoipalships.

Responsibility connected with the principalship

includes planning, direction, co-ordinating, ccntroling, and
evaluating; these functions are elements that characterize
effeotive school administration.

The school principal occu-

pies a unique position in that he is the liasion person between the faculty and the school patrons and serves as the
intermediary between the teachers and the top-level administration.

The position of principal has become progressively

more and more important since the school program's virility
or sterility depends upon the quality of his leadership.
As the principal so is the school is a maxim in school administration.

As schools have grown, the principal has had to

assume responsibility for the instructional program.

It is

estimated that there are approximately 70,000 principals in
America today.^

All schooXs regardless of size have someone

5^ Monroe's, EnoycXopedia of Research, pp. 38X-38 2.
^^ Chandler and Petty, Personnel Management Xlk '^gl:iQ9la,
pp. 478-^79.
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who assumes the responsibility of the principal, even though
it may be a dual responsibility in many Instances.
AXX 48 states have established specific quaXifications for high schooX principals for accreditation purposes,
and X8 states require that specific aXXotments of time be
provided in their schedule for supervision.-^^

The five

regional accrediting associations also require standards
for principals of schools belonging to their association.
These standards Include the requirement for a person to be
directly in charge of the school and specify certain preparatory educational standards which he must meet.

All of the

agencies were contacted, and their requirements obtained
by letter.

Both the secondary and elementary professional

organizations have established standards in supervision to
be met by their members.

The National Association of Sec-

ondary Principals and the National Association of Elementary
Principals, as divisions of the National Education Association, have gained national stature and recognition of
specific standards in supervision of instructors.
It is unfortunate that the position of school principal has not received more legal consideration in New
Mexico than that of being referred to on the budget form.
The fact is the position has no legal allotment or recognition.

55 United States Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, State Aooreditation Qji High Schools. U. S,
Office of Education, (U, S, Government Printing Office,
Washington, D,C,, 1955), P- 3^- Hereafter cited as
State Accreditation g£^ ^Xsh Schools,
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Actual

practices have

done muoh better by the position

t h r e u ^ reoQs;Eiiti<m and oonpeneatioa that ia reasoaabX/
•iMmitieurate with the reepomlbiUty*

Few would doubt the

neoeealty of having well eduoated prinoipals in adequate
numter to properljr oprntrnte a m o d e m eohool*

In New Mexioo

there is no legal mention of the allotment or number to be
#i^^f«d« 9&Xy that they ttmst be oounted ai^inet the teaoher
allotment*

In reotifying this altuation some guide must be

followed pertaining to the nuaaser of prinoipals to teaohera*
The reeearoh in one ease eugJP^sts one priz»»ipal for each
23 teas^ere in the elementary eohools if euffioient other
staff ie pr^l^eA

for hie u s e ^ ^

The Sesearoh Diviaion of

the National Eduoation Assooiation states t ":3peoially
trained^ well <palified prinoipals siK)uld be responsible
for a^ysinletering mod supervising the individual sohools
of eaoh district* A S a rule there should be m principal
giiriag not ©ore than half time to te^:<^chiti,i for eaoh elementary or aeoondary aoiiool having; as many as six teaohers,
and a prinoipal with no teaohing duties for eaoh elementary
or eeeondary school having as mmxy as twelve teaohers.*^
In the oase of very weall units a principal may have to
»mrre

two sohools * or the superintendent may have to act

as principal of one of the sohools*

In Ue- Hexioo the ratio

is on® principal to 20 teaohers.

^^ M l l M . IMhi Si^«fl^?*o«>g>. p . 17*
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Based on research, authoritative judgement and best
practices, it would seem that the legal provisions concerning principals in New Mexico should receive some attention
and changes should be made which would bring the legal
status into accord with the actual practices.

It would

appear further, that the number of principals should not be
counted against teacher allotment in the schools as the
present attorney general's opinion so states.
Not all of the special personnel needed in the school
instructional program which would normally be included in
this group have been mentioned.

Librarians, guidance and

counseling personnel, physical education supervisors,
audio-visual directors, and others have not been mentioned
by name in the discussion.

The reason for this has been

that the break-down on the personnel sheets submitted to the
school budget auditor does not require that they be shown as
such, but rather that they are listed along with the teachers
on the budget forms and lists.

In view of this, they are con-

sidered along with the other teachers in this GtU(2^. Recommendations concerning them will be pointed out in summing
up the need for teachers and other personnel which is the
next category to be reviewed.
According to the reports, approximately 6,939 teachers KereeropXoyed in the public schools as certified to the
school budget auditor's officejtiiis wua

the largest group

of certificated personnel which the state laws and practices
cover in the state of New Mexico, it is this group which
causes the greatest concern, and one whioh needs the greatest

9^
aaount of attention from the point of view of what the schooXs
are aotually doing for students in the way of an instructional
program«
An attempt will be made to give what has been found
concerning the problem of pupil-teaoher ratio on the national level, and this will be followed by an account of aotual
practices and legal allotments in the state of New Mexioo,
together with suggestions for possible improvements.
It is generally aocepted that one of the major faotors in teaoher load is the pupil-teacher ratio.

Since

teaoher load and pupil-teaoher ratio are so closely tied together, many references will be made to teaching Xoad, but
basioaXXy this study has to do with the ratio, rather than
the entire problem of teacher Xoad>

If there is inadequate

personnel the efficiency of instruction is not at its highest, and if there are too many teaohers there is finanoiaX
waste.

The oXass size has Xong served as the chief de-

terminant of the per pupiX cost of instruotion.

The teacher

saXary item is the largest single item in the schooX budget
and is therefore of considerabXe interest to both the schooX
administrator and taxpayer.

Some school officiaXs and em-

ployees desire pupiX-teaoher ratios of 25JX, others 30:X,
and some claim as high as 45 *X is not undesirable in certain
classes.

Classes having more than 30 pupils are usually

frowned upon by aocrediting agencies.

Many experiments have

been carried on concerning the efficiency of students in
large and small classes.

The results as far as scholastic

achievement is concez*ned have been somewhat disappointing.
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Aaong the 9oet extmaiiNi of these experiments were the
ones oarried on by F» E« Stetreneon« who found that the marks
of the stttdente in the snaller olaeaes were <mly slightly
hl|;her than thorn in the larger olaases. These studies
were limited to measuring aoowplishment in subjeot matter
and not in the development of habits, attitudes, and ideals.-^®
It should be broui^t out that probably the exact answer to
pU|^il«»teftoher ratio is still debatable and will probably
oontinue to be so | yet it might be that a ooaoentration on
the plan of individual instruction, rather than group, might
hel^ plaoe the prc^lem in its prc^^r perspective*
Aocordinc to Qrlodjer

m:^^. Bosenten^lt the avera^^

nusaiber of students per teacher in 1950 in the elementary
sohools was 3^iX*
than 50«

The range was fro^ Xess than 20 to more

Beeause of studies of individimX differences

there in a tiKcdenO|r to reduce oXass size to between 25 and
30*

Althou^ the studies give nmry XittXe advantage to the

smaller olasses in pupil aohievement, most teaohers ogree
that the smaller groups are more oonduoive to the promotion
of the total growth and development of children,

r^^

studyunoted above ^^^^^ ^^® secondary schools arrived at
teaoher loads by number of pupiXs taught during the sohooX
day*

On this basis the avera^;© number of pupiXs tau^jht by

secondary teaohers in X950 was one hundred fifty-two.

In

view of this aocredltin; agencies have attempted t > secure
more satiefaotory teaching; loads in the seoondcry schooXs
mmmmmm

5d B o e d e r , P u b l i c ^hOoX ^ / I m l n l a t r n t i o n . p p . 1 1 3 - 1 X 8 .

and l^ve based their standards on the number of periods
•nd the number of pupiis taught per week«

There is a tend-

snoy to reduoe the teaching Xoad in the secondary sohooXs as
peo|»le realise that the teacher must consider individuals
•ad that eaoh pupil presents a different probliHi«59
Other authors deelare that adequate staff is one of
the most generally aeeepted requirements of an efficient
school system • The point of effioienoy as compared to waste
is also reported by them*

It is further conceded that

there are many things other than olase size which should be
oonsidered in the matter of teacher load, such as sponsorship of olubs or classes, coaching» oosmiittee work, and
aiuiy other items. The Douglas formula for determining class
loads in secondary sohools was first developed in 1930 and
has heen revised many times, the latest being in 1950. Even
this forsRAla must be supplemented with judgment, and no
formula has been developed for elementary sohool teaohers.^^
Besearoh on the effect of heavy class loads on teaoher morale and effioienoy of instruotion is rather plentiful.
One work,**Staff Relations in Sohool Administration," the
thirty-*third yearbook of the American Assooiation of Sohool
Administrators, states that most eduoators believe that the
present oXass size averages are higher than desirable. Also,
they beXieve that as enroXXments oontinue to mount, class
«9

-^' Grieder and Bosenstengel, r:^bll^c School Adiqinl,a60

Chandler and P e t t y , r^rs9fl»ffit riaftati;^aQfl^ ISk
Sohools. pp. 422-427,
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size

may be aXXowed to reach proportions which wiXX not be

ocnduclve to optimum learning and teaching.^^
One approach to the problem of lowering the class
size for teachers, and also the teaching Xoad, was expressed in relation to the trend in America for the reduction
of the work week in labor,, industry, and government.

There

is difficulty in finding a point of agreement on what constitutes a reasonable work load for teachers, pau^ticularXy
sunong lay people who see only the 6 to 8 hours when pupils
are in schooX each day.

The American Association of School

Administrators pointed up the issue when they said, "In the
days when teaching emphasis was largely on memory work,
pupil-teacher ratio was less important than it is today
when the individual differences of pupils must be consider^
ed.

Teaching load undoubtedly has a direct relationship

to quality of instruction,*""^
Almost aXX of the authorities seem to agree that
some progress has been made on the problem of class size,
even though no absolute agreements have been reached as to
exact number of pupils a teacher can teach successfully.
There is consensus that more attention should be ^iven to
individual differences in pupils, and this is a relative
impossibility when the class size is too large.
Both the National Education Association and the

^^ ^UP^r^^t^ehg^nt &g. Instructional X^sMfiH, PP• 62-64.
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United States Offioe of Bduoation were ocntaoted on the prob«
loa of class sise, and their response was quite gratifying
in that muoh material was provided.

It might be well to

give the opinions as foiaid in the literature of these
ageneies•
The National Education Assooiation Journal oarried
an article on teaoher load in its February issue in I956
which summarised the problem and some of the latest thinking
<m th. probX«i.«3

«,, pa.t thirty fiv. y.«r. with po.t-«.

oonplioations of the X920s, the depression of the X930s,
and the WorXd War II in the X940s have aXX added to the
oomplioation of the solution of the teaoher load problem.
As early as XB63 the National Education Assooiation resolved
that working oonditions must be improved by limiting teacher's duties.

In X9XX attention was again oaXXed to the

problem, and in X932 the NatlonaX Education Assooiation condemned large classes through a resolution on the basis that
3^rge classes did not seem to contribute to the optimum development of individuals*

The earliest research carried on

by J. M* Bice in I896, and other researoh in va^ich the focus
was on test scores of pupils, very little, if any advantage
was revecded for students in smaller classes.

In 1938*39 ^^

the attention was turned to factors other than class size
in consideration of class load.

The decline of class

^^ National Education Association, ''Teacher Load**,
N^t^onal Eduoation Assooiation Journal. Vol. 45, No. 2,
(Washington, D.C*, February, 1956), pp. 96-97• Hereafter
cited as N.i:.A. Jo\a*nal, "Teacher Load**.
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size in 1940 was soon changed by shortage of teachers during
the war period.

The X950 survey of teaoher Xoad, designed to

bring the X938 survey up to date, showed that 5X percent of
the teachers, included in the study, had heavy and extremely
heavy teaching loads^

The National Education Association

Assembly has approved resolutions more than once stating that
the class size should not exceed 30 pupils. The National
Education Association Department of Classroom Teachers recommended a pupil-teacher ratio; of 25 to 1 and class size of
not more than 30 pupils.

In 1955 the National Education

Association Department of Elementary Principals condemned
the drop in quality of instruction that had come about because of excessive teacher load and urged that classes be
limited to 25 pupils.

The National Education Association

Commission on Teacher Education and Professional Standards
issued a policy statement in I955 which included emphasis
on Ximitation of class sizes to 25 pupils. The statement included research related to the problem vjhich had been published in the National Education Association Journal in
X938, X939, X951, an<l 1955 • ^ e proposals for public education, along with the Elementary Principal's stand on the
matter, have already been quoted.

These articles and bulle-

tins present the views of the National Education Association
and various other points of view.
Several articles and bulletins were

eeoxn?ed from the

United States Office of Education which pertained to the
matter of class size. One publication which summarizes the
standards for accreditation for the 48 states shows that 23

ioo
of them have standards irtiioh must be met for aooroditation.^
The typloal p^pil«teaoher ratio is 30 to 1^ with one stats
allowing 35 to 14 one other allowing 40 to 1, and with three
statii^^ that the olassrooms must have fewer than 30 pupils
per

teaoher; very few states set minimums for pupil«teaoher

ratios*
Most of the researoh in the United States Offioe of
Sduoation on the matter of class size has been oarried on by
Ellsworth Tompkins.

In Circular 305 Tompkins reveals that

51 percent of the larger sohools have fewer than 30 pupils
enrolled in classes .^^

The enrollment in the larger publio

Junior h i ^ sohools fs^ exceeds the enrollment in any other
division of the secondary schools,

Tompkins reported

that administrators in larger public secondary sohools are
making progress toward smaller class size, and they are in
agreement thiiit smaller classes are important faotors In
individualising instruotion, and have a direct bearing upon
relationship to hi|^r staff morale*
In a oompanion publication, circular 306, Tompkins
gives some of the comments of various eduoators on class
size*^^

Teachers and administrators seem to agree that

^

^iliAJ^ig. jcf^reditation SiJi ^M^ MmilA»

P* ^ «

^^ Tompkins, Ellsworth, SlO&S, jiUS. la ^M, kMSSUi ^kXsik
Sohools, Circular 305» Federal Security Agency, office of
Education, (Washington, D . C , 19^9), PP^ 28-29.
^^ Tompkins, Ellsworth, i^r^e jg^ aaflli. JOAIAfiA iA
g^ii^ndarv Schools. Circular 3O6, Federal Security Ajenoy,
Offioe of Education, (V^ashington, D . C , 1949), pp. 2-29.
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smaller classes are desirable, because improved techniques
of teaching can be better adapted in small classes and
greater attention can be given to individual needs and
abilities.

Many teachers seemed to favor about 25 students

per class, rather than fewer because the possibilities for
class discussions in a group of that size are better. There
seemed to be agreement that larger sized classes placed
greater burden on teachers and that instructional methods
must be adapted to the large group*

Principals and teachers

alike were opposed to the larger classes but had to tolerate
them because no way had been foxmd to avoid them.
In a pamphlet by Tompkins, the enigma of class size
was presented by contrasting the argument of Paul Mort for
smaller classes,with the opposite viewpoint of Carl Seashore. ''
The data supported the viewpoint of Dr. Mort,
A study made by the Commission for the Defense of
Democracy Through Education, a commission of the National
Education Association, on problems of greatest concern to
the teachers, listed the matter of large classes as second
only in importance J inadequate salaries was listed as first
in importance.

^ Ellsworth Tompkins, , Ett;;,gmg^ ja£ ^iaS^ S^jge., Federal
Security Agency, (washi-^i^ston, o.C, U. S. ^ovt. Printing
Office, 1949), p. 2.
68
Commission for the Defense of Democracy Through
Education, State of the Nation 1^ Beg:ard is. Attacks o^ the
Schools e^nd Problems of Concern ia. Teachers. National Education Association, (Washington, D . C , December 1955)» P- 6.
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The problem of pupil-teacher ratio and teacher load
has been of great concern to the National Education Association and United States Office of Education for many years
and some rather definite views have been expressed through
z^search findings which have been published in various
pamphlets and magazines.

Many forms of literature, from

various source% gives ample proof that the issue of teacher
load is still far from being solved.

The Vlhite House Con-

ference had one group working on Topic IV which was "How
Can We Get Enough Oood Teachers—And Keep Them."

This group

gave serious consideration to the problem of class size as
it affected their topic.

One idea expressed by the group

was that a sufficient supply of teachers meant an adequate
number of teachers in classrooms to develop each child to
his full potential.

They defined adequacy in terms of

25 to 30 pupils for each teacher.

Emphasis was placed on

the importance of individual instruotion which could not
69

take place in large classes,''^
One of the most complete studies found on this subject was made under the sponsorship of the Metropolitan
School Study Council on "CXass Size: The Multi-Million
70
Dollar Question."
The results of an investigation into
every segment of the class-size problem was reported during

69 White House Conference Report. pp. 3^-50.
70 D, H, Ross, and Bernard McKenna, CiaaS. ^ISS.a s . Multi-Million EaliaE. ajififillaa. Metropolitan school
Study Council, Study Number 11, (Institute of Administrative Research, New York, 1955), PP« 1-20,
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the same period of time a review and evaluation of previous
researoh on the subject was made. The results were summ€u:*ized
in three statements}

"The research studies of the recent

past favor smaXXer classes over larger classes at a ratio
of two to one. Most of the research between X900 and X940
used some short-term, immediateXy-measurabXe pupiX achievement as a criterion•

The new studies publicly reported in

this pamphlet for the first time have tended to use desirable
classroom oonditions as the criterion.

They unanimously fa-

vor .smaller classes, with some words of caution.

The second

idea was that individuals are more apt to get attention in
smaXX classes.

The strongest and best supported arguments

for smaXX classes was that they serve as a guarantee against
"educational accidents".

The thiz*d idea was that desirable

cXassroom practices tend to be dropped when class size increases, and desirable practices are added when class size
is reduced.
In the buXXetin, "Teachers for Tomorrow," the prediction is made that a progressive deterioration of quality
of instruction wilX occur at all levels of education over
the next two decades.

The assumption was be sed on several

factors j but one of the points stressed was that overcrowded
classes will weigh significantly in the deterioration,

A

survey revealed that 86 percent of the students were in
classes exceeding 25, 62 percent were in classes exceeding
30, 27 percent were in classes exceeding 35, and six percent
were in those exceeding 40 pupils.

The prediction was made
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that deterioration in instruction would ccciir because of the
untenable situation which would develop as administrators
tried to reduce class size at the same time school population
was increasing.71
A study, made by W, P, McLaughlin and reported in the
School Executive magazine, on class size, stressed the importance of the learning situation in various class sizes,
"CXass size in reality, is the strongest predictive instrument influencing the kind of learning experience the child
will have.

Large classes employ the techniques of mass ed-

ucation; they are, with rare exceptions, typified by a
rigid, lock step, textbook centered curriculum, with little
opportunity for self-expression."''^
!«"

Five regional accrediting associations were contacted by letter regarding the problem of pupil-teacher ratio
and teacher load as items for accreditation with their agency.
All five of them responded and were encouraging in their remarks concerning the need for the study.
The Middle States Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, which covers five
states, reported that they did not set a definite standard on
class size, but they did require that the school applying
for admission must have used the Evaluative Criteria issued
' The Fund for the Advancement of Education,
Teachers for 'Jofflorrow. Ford Foundation, Bulletin No, 2,
(New York, November 1955), PP* 7, 17, 65*
72
W, P, McLoughlin,"Class Size Affects Learning
Ability", The School Executive, March 1956, pp. 91-93.

^
by the American Council on Education.
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The New Sngland Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools of Cambridge, Massachusetts,which covers six states,
reported the following standards adopted December 6, 1946.
In independent secondary schooXs, standard number 2 states
that there must be a satisfactory ratio of faculty to students . In public secondary schools the number of pupils per
teacher, based on average membership should not exceed
twenty-five, and the maximum pupil-periods cannot exceed
150. The recommendation on pupil-periods per day is I25, and
the maximum number in class is 30, They also use the
Evaluative Criteria for admission.
The Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools of Nashville, Tennessee, which serves 11 states,
set a maximum.

The ratio of 30:1 is recognized as a current-

ly accepted maximum,

A total of 50 is the currently accepted

maximum pupil-teacher contact hours per week.
The Northwest Association of Secondary and Higher
Schools, of Eugene, Oregon, which serves six states, sets
standards; the average daily attendance divided by the number of full-time teachers shall give a quotient not greater
than twenty five. The number of classes taught daily cannot exceed six, and the total number of students instructed
by one teacher shall not exceed I60, '-^hey also require
use of Evaluative Criteria for admission.
The North Central Association of Secondary Schools
and Colleges, which serves 19 states, one of which is New
Mexico, sets up standards^

stating

that the teaching load
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must not be excessive and must be distributed equitably
among the teaching staff.

An average enroXXment in the

schooX in excess of 30 pupiXs per teacher per period is a
violation of regulations | ^ey

also use the Evaluative

Criteria for a basis of evaluation.
According to E, w, X<ee, in an article in the SchooX
Executive, the probXems of discipline and delinquency,are ea
reXated to the problem of oXass size.

The writer, in re-

lating the matter of discipline and delinquency, makes the
observation that smaXXer classes should be brought about in
order that individual instruction might become a reality,73
The judgment of some of the outstanding educators
of the nation, with respect to the importance to class size,
is believed to be appropriate to this discussion.

Dr, A, J.

Stoddard soimds a note of caution that the problem of teacher shortage must not be met by increasing class size«

He

urges that present ratios be kept if at all possible during
this period of increasing pupiX popuXation in the schooXs#7^
Dr* CharXes H. Wiison, in his recent book, states that the
public sohooXs have two major problems; finding a source of
inteXXigent, competent teachers; and second, maintaining a
reasonably sensible class size*

All other problems, he

states I are incidental and can be solved with time and
patience*'^

Dr* Lester Buford, past president of the

"^^ Edwin A. Lee, "Is Discipline the Answer to Delinquency", The School Executive. April IQ56, p, 60*
^^ Stoddard. Schools tstX. TQiporrow, p, 18,
^^ Charles H, Wilson, 4 Teaoher is A Person, (Henry
HoXt and Co., New York, 1956), p, 241.
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National Baueatlon Association, speaking before the Presidents
of the 48 states superintendents organization at a National
American Association of SchooX Administrators Association
meeting on Kay 3# 1956, at Cincinnati, Ohio, stated that he
had been asked the question, what is the proper class size,
many times.

He felt there was no best answer, but he aXways

toXd them; "Pew enough to help the weak ones and the bright
ones."

D r . Lawrence Derthick, Commissioner of Education,

speaking before the Subcommittee on General Education,
Committee on Education and Labor, U, S, House of Representatives, February 6, 1957 made this statement, "Both children
apid teachers become tense and nervous when classes are overcrowded and physical conditions uncomfortable.

Since there

is more confusion, children become more easily fatigued and
irritable, and as a result the teachers become physically
and emotionaXXy fatigued.

This condition is easily communi-

cated to the children, who need mental and emotional security
and a stability if they are to learn quickly.

As you see

a vicious cycle is created.,...Teachers are likely to aim
at minimum standards of achievement.

The slow-learning

pupil cannot grasp meaning as well under pressure.
bright pupil is bored.

The

Regimentation is necessary to manage

large numbers of pupils, and often a meaningless conformity
to uniform rules results in ixndue emphasis on mechanics
rather than learning, ,.76

^° National Education Association, Classroom Shorta^re
HMj^tf Children. NEA News, V o l . 11, Number 4, February 15,
1957, (Washington, D C.) pp, 1-2,
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Results of the Peabody Survey of education in New
Mexico showed that to improve the efficiency of teaohers,
reducing the class size was ranked fourth in a list of forty
items.

One of the specific recommendations of this survey

was that immediate steps should be taken to reduce teacher
load in the elementary school with particular attention to
the first three grades.^^
In Chapter III, Tables IV and V, the picture of actual pupil-teacher ratio for enrollment and for average
daily attendance was given and evidence indicated that improvements needed to be made when compared to the recommendations which have been presented on the national level.
Special teachers, who were not separately tabulated
in this study but included in the division of category II
with regular teachers, must be given some attention.

The

list is too long to try to cover in its entirety, but several
of them deserve special consideration.

Librarians, art

teachers, music teachers, both vocal and instrumental, guidance teachers and counseling personnel, health and physical
education teachers, and audio-visual helpers all are mentioned
frequently in lists of needed personnel.

These are believed

to be representative of the special teacher who is considered
essential in a modern school,
A brief history of special teachers for special subjects has already been given under the topic of coordinators.
The matter of when to add extra personnel likewise has been

77 ?efl]394Y guryg.Y aL Mi M^Xaa., PP- 116-119.
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weXX expXored earlier in this study.

There has been muoh

research done on library work and the needs for adequate
librarians

in all levels of the public schools.

It is gene-

rally accepted that librarians are vitally important to schools,
and with that in mind references will be made concerning the
matter of how many are needed to serve in terms of number of
pupils.

The Amerioan Assooiation of School Librarians has

suggested the following as standards:

for schools with 200

to 500 pupils, 1 trained librarian and a part-time clerk or
full time clerk; for schools with 1,000 pupils, 2 trained
librarians, and 1 clerical worker are needed; for 2,000
pupils, 4 trained librarians and 2 clerical workers are needed;
for 3,000 pupils 6 trained librarians, and 3 clerical workers
are needed; for 5,000 pupils 10 trained librarians, and 5
clerical workers are needed.'
For state accreditation of high schooXs 37 states
have detailed statements concerning the library including
personnel. Four states mention the matter of libraries incidentally in their standards. The most general pattern
found in these lists was for a full time librarian for at
least every 500 pupiXs, and where there was not a librarian
required, it called for a teacher-librarian spending about
half-time in the library,"^^

All five of the regional accredit-

ing agencies included librarians as part of their requirements

"7® Monroe's, EnQvclopedia of Research, p. 706,
^"^ S t a t e AQcreditation jsl iiigil ^fihsola, PP. 6 4 - 6 6 ,
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for accreditation.

The pattern was about the same as above

namely, one fuXX time librarian for a school of 500 and at
Xeast one half-time librarian for any with 200 pupils.
In contrast with these recommended standards a
survey of schools made by the U, S. Office of Education
shows that in schools with popuXation of 200 to 500 usually
it was the practice to employ a librarian for half time, or
at most, three quarters time. The same survey shows that a
full time librarian was employed for schools from 750 to 999
pupils.

One and one-half time librarians up to two and two

and one-half time Xibrarains for schools from 1,500 to
2,500 pupils was the practice,®^
The National Education Association Research Division
supports the following standards for librarians.

"It is

proposed that there be employed one full time librarian for
every

500 pupils aged 6 through 19. For children less than

6 it was not felt that special library service would be required. "^^f^The other proposal for elementary schools was
that one full time librarian be employed for every

600

students.^
The NcTtlh Central Schools in New Mexico are meeting
their requirements for librarians.

No survey has been made

80 Ellsworth,Tompkins, and Qaumnltz, Walter H,,
High School Staff and Size £>£ Sohool ^ Federal Security
Agency, Circular No. 317, (U- S, Oovernraent Printing Office,
Washington, D, C , 1950), p. 14.
^^ Education la Postwar MS£Xa^» PP- 5^*

^^ M i X M MaJn cXftiggr9Qm, p- 1 6 .
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of the other schooXs, but reports to the State Department of
Education indicate efforts that have been made to empXoy
teaohers with some library training as librarians.

In this

area it is hi^Xy probable that Xibraa*ians have been empXoyed in numbers beyond the legal allotment since librarians,
as such, are not specifically mentioned in the laws except
as in the broad category of special teachers allowed.
In the elementary schools where the teaohers handle
their own program in art and music, there must be coordinators, supervisors, or helping teachers to really adequately carry on the program in these areas. The standai*d
set up by research of the National Education Association
recommends at least 1 helping teacher in art for every 50
teachers,^
The number of teachers for art and music in the
junior and senior high school are simply limited by how extensive the program is to be.

In New Mexico the Peabody

Survey revealed a need for a more extensive program in art
and in arts and crafts and recommended that they should be
84
added to the required courses.
In music the need for
vocal, band, and orchestra teachers seemed to be increasing
as more schools added programs.
There is no mention in the legal allotment of teachers for those of art and music, but they must be counted

^^ Behind Each Classroom, p. l6.
^^ Peabody Survey ^

Nasi Mexico, pp, 158-159.
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under the special teaoher allotment clause. The actual
practices in employment of teachers in these areas is fairly strong but not as strong as that of librarians.
The aoeeptance of the need for guidance and counseling services in the sohools is increasing perhaps more
rapidly than the other special fields mentioned.

The demand

for organized guidance and counseling programs in all publio sohools is a comparatively recent development in Amerioan
education.

These services have grown out of two separate

efforts in schools since early in the twentieth century.
First, was an attempt to help the students find employment
when they left sohool and secondly was the effort to measure
more precisely abilities and achievement of students,®^
From this beginning the program has spread rapidly, and the
need for more services in assisting pupils in all phases of
their work and development has been recognised.
The standard for ratio of counsellor to pupils as
established by the Research Division of the National Education Association for pupil counseling is:

"The full time

of one counselor, or its equivalent, for approximately
every 500 pupils aged 6 through XX, every 300 pupiXs aged
X2 through X4, and every 200 pupiXs aged X5 through X9,"®°
The survey of the states reveals that 30 states have
standards on the guidance program in their accreditation lists.®7
^ Monroe*s.Encyclopedia of Research^ p, 930.
^^ Education XSL fQHt^Wfif MS£XaA» P- 5^*

^^ ^iiaifi. Accreditation JQI QXsk §ahaals.$ P- 60.
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Some lists are lengthy and prescribe multiple standards,
while others merely mention that a guidance program is important to the school. Frequently there is a requirement
that there must at least be a full time guidance director
in an approved school,
A survey of the schools in New Mexico revealed that
there was a definite weakness in the number of guidance and
counseling personnel empXoyed in terms of national practices
as well as recommended standards. While there were some good
programs in some schools in the state many schools had made
no provision whatsoever for this service.

It was reported

that 15 percent of the schools gave no assistance to students
in finding employment after graduation; this indicates the
lack of guidance workers.®®
At the Oovernor's Conference on Education, held prior
to the White House Conference, and for the purpose of making
recommendations from the state level, a definite statement
with respect to guidance and counseling was made as follows:
"Guidance and counseling services are becoming increasingly
important in helping young people make wise choices and in
the selection of a career, as well as in londerstanding the
importance of sound mental health in adjusting to life situ89
ations. These services should be available to all youth," ^

^^ Pj^ai^ogy ,SHyv?y aL Ml laalaa, P- i6i.
®9 state of New Mexico, Recommendations 2£ the 19*^*^

Sss. Mslaa, QftYsrngr'g QQutny^m^ asi S^m^^Qn W Jfcto \^i^^

lifiiaas. gpffiferty^Qg an BaMftat^io?;i, (Schfanl Printing Co., Santa
Fe, New Mexico, 1955), P* 16.
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There seems to be no shortage of supporting data on
the need for the services of guidance and counseling personnel as shown both on the national and state level. Like
the other such services in New Mexico this special service
is not mentioned in the school laws but is grouped in the
special teacher list*
The need for physical education and health instruction in the modern school is generally accepted as essential
in all sections of America.

Every professional magazine, as

well as the popular magazines found on the news stands, is
likely to carry an article on the subject.

Much credit be-

longs to the American Association for Health and Physical
Education for research and study in the field.

One of their

bulletins points out the needs and also the lack of trained
personnel in the field today.^^

The President of the United

States has only recently spoken out in behalf of the importance of the health and physical trc.ining program which
•

must be carried on by the public sohools of iimerica-

A

statewide survey shows that New Mexico is particularly weak
in making provisions for health education ejcid needs to continue work on the physical educetion program.
The number of personnel to be employed in this e.rea
depends largely on how muoh of a program is desired.

The

recommended practice of one specialist to 50 teachers in the
° National Education
asl ^X%n^9P £aJi ALL ito^r^gafl
Policies Commission, American
cal Eduoation and Recreation,

Association, Health and Fhvsi9:^^Xar^l^ S M l2Mm> Educational
Association of Health, Physi(Washington, D . C , 1 9 % ) , PP« 1-16.
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eXementary XeveX is met in but very few places.

In the

junior and senior high schooXs, persons trained in the field
must be employed if a program is to be initiated and developed.

Like the other speciaX fields, physical education

and health instructors must come from the special teacher
quota.
Before concluding this discussion on teachers in
speciaX fields and services it should be pointed out that
there has come to the attention of school administrators
during the last few years a need for a specialist in audiovisual education.

In the smaller schools the work is

simply absorbed,along with other extra duties, by the teachers already employed.

No effective teacher in todays schools

would try to teach without utilizing the multiple aids,
including the use of audio-visual equipment.

The elementary

school standards recognize the formula of one audio-visual
director for every 50 teachers.^^ The Department of AudioVisual Instruction of the National Education Association in
reply to a letter suggested the following standards, "One
full time professional audio-visual person for each forty
classroom teachers. Audio-visual coordinators within each
school building in the ratio of one per eight hundred
pupils,"^^
The legal allotment in the state makes no allowance
for such personnel as audio-visual coordinators, except in
^^ Behind Bach Classroom^ p. l6,
92 Letter from Department of Audio-Visual Instruction
of the National Education Association,
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the special teacher quota*

Actual practice shows that

quite a few of the larger schools are employing audio-visual
directors, and some of the medium sized ones have persons
devoting half-time to the work^
The main reason each of these special teaching fields
was taken up separately was to point up the real weakness in
the legal allotment law on special teachers and to show that
the practices are being carried on in New Mexico by lowering
the number of cXassroom teachers;
The schooX personnel in category II have been covered rather thoroug^y, because it was believed that this particular group, which had to do with the instructional program and had the responsibility of actusQ.ly working with the
students every day| was the very heart of the educational
program.

The legal allotment on this division of personnel,

and the actual practices in the state of New Mexico show
evidence of a need for additional legislation to insure the
kind of educational program needed to serve the children of
New Mexico,
The third category of certificated personnel which
is shown in Table III including visiting teachers, teachers
for the eduoable handicapped and home bound children, school
nurses, medical doctors, dentists, psychologists,and others,
will be considered separately.
The list shows that there are presently employed
in the state 25 visiting teachers who are being p4iid from
the maintenance budgets of local school systems.

There are

several truant officers being employed and paid from direct
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oharge funds; since they are non-certified they will not be
considered.

The earliest visiting teacher work began in

1906 and 1907 in Boston, New York, and Hartford, Connecticut,
The movement has spread until it is recognized as an integral
part of the school system.

There is a definite need today

for the extension of visit ing-teacher services if the school
is to meet its responsibility to provide adequate preparation
for children and youth for full participation in their social
and economic life,^^ The standard of at least one visiting
teacher and attendance worker for 2,400 pupils is recommended
by the Research Division of the National Eduoation Association, and represents the minimum set by tjhia group.
The employment practice in New Mexico for visiting
teachers seems to be in direct conflict with the law which
states that no visiting teacher can be employed out of maintenance funds.

The clause that allows such a teacher to be

employed if there is a cash balance from the previous year
is a questionable procedure or method of allowance. The
need is certainly recognized statewide since the Legislature
of 1957 memorialized the State Department of Education and
the public schools of the state to do somethinf^ about the
high non-attendance of school students within the compulsory
school law of the state.
Little criticism, if any, is directed toward the
aXXowance of teachers for the eduoable handicapped children
of the state.

The list shows that 57 are employed for this

93 Monroe's, Encyclopedia of Research, pp, 940-943,

U8
pwp^tm

whioh iiMXudes teaohing of the home bound ohlldron*

Thm State Board of Sduoation leg^ised the allowsnoe for
the home liound on the same basis as handioapped children by
a reo«»t ruling*

The laws ^ d aotual praotioes seem to be

in aooordt and the program is being oarried on satisfactorily
in the state and is meeting the standards whioh are reoog^
aieed nationally*
the reoords show that 109 nurses are eetployed al^
though Bome of ths^ are on a p&ttmtime

l^sis*

Nurses must

be oertif ied throu#i the State Department of Education like
all other iHsployees*
The eiAhmX nurse has Imig been recall zed as an in«
togral part of the sohool systei^*

It is not linueuaX to

find that one nurse is trying to serve ee'fer&X thousand
pupils.

One reoognised standard for nursec recommends that

at Itisst one full«»time gradtiate nurse should be employed for
every 1»000 children aged 3 through 5» f^^ery 1,500 pupils
aged 6 throuijh 11, and every 2,000 ptipils aged 12 thx*ou«^
19*9^

Another standard ooneemed particularly with elem*

entery

sohools su^ests that erne nurse be employed for
95
eaoh 1,200 pupils* *^
The aoti»al practices of employing nurses for the pubXio sohool systetsa in th® state has been in line with standards
as indicated by reports to the sohooX budget auditor*s offioe*
The oredit for this is not entirely Umt

of the schools, but
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ywtiaUjr I m m s e

tlio state Health DspmrtMnt la a m y in»

stMOos pressed for esi^yiiMmt of tawNteB ia tte oounties of
the stato*

Xa addition t ^ state Health 0i^>artaeat for

satoral years paid part of the salary of masses on a part*
tiaa iMiais for the sohools* the federal ipovernaeat assisted
the sohools in oarrylag on a ptssf&nm with nurses under the
Itorris aw^pard Aot* irhioh espirad a few years ago* Hew
Hexioo, beoausa of its mixed pop^alation has been treated
rather UbaraUjf in the distribution of federal funds for
haalta programs* me proMst polioy of allCHdiag sohools to
aaploy nurses simply %f stowing a plaoe on ths budget should
ba re^studied in tarms of sattiag i«p legal standards govam*
lag thair asqployaeiat*
Tlie foin!*th and last group of speoialists in this
oatagory are oonsidered together beoause of the similarity
of thair work* Tlie list inoludas personnal that deals with
^ e physioal and mental well being of the studants* The use
of aedloal doctors and dentists is not new in the eduoational
program, but mental hygienlsts have oome into muoh more pro*
minenoe eXmm itforld war X * ^ % e thinking has been fairly
well fiMToulated to the effadt that if the publio sohools
are to provide sduoation for all children, they are going
to have to eaploy personnel for health work, or have working agreaments with suoh personnal*

One uut^iority on the

matter states that the staff should include guidanoa offi*
oars in general ohl^g* of sohool attendance, psyohologioal

9^ Monroe's, En^/AlonadlA of Besearoh. pp* 9^0*943*
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paychiatric social work, medical and dentaX service•^^
Recommended as standards for governing the number of speoiaXists are; X welfare and attendance worker per 2,400
pupiXs, X psyohoXogist per X,600 pupils, 1 physician
(part-time) per 2,400 pupils, 1 psyohiatrist (part-time)
per 2,400 pupils, X oral hygienist per 1,600 pupils, and
X speech correction specialist per 65 teachers,98
Just how soon the public schools of New Mexico will
move into the area of employing this type of personnel is
problematic, but iapediate thought should be given to legislation providing a|, allowance for such personnel. Under
the present laws tie ocistlng clause that allows personnel to
be employed where ftiere is a cash balance from the previous
year there is nothing to prevent the employment of such
personnel.

In actual practice none were shown to have been

employed in the school year 1956-57 in the state of New
Mexico.
Summary
The legal bases and employment practices for employment of personnel in the public schools of New Mexioo
have been presented in this chapter.

These findings have

been classified according to the three categories and positions*

Each practice has beenfeeparatelycompared with

^'^ Education XR Postwar MQj^XaS., P* 5^-

^^ j^gnma Esah, 91ftggr99ff» P- i 6 .
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research findings on the best known employment practices in
the schools today.

Suggestions for improvements were given

according to the positions as they were discussed.

The

summarization of the essential data and information in each
of the school personnel categories discussed in this chapter is given in charts following this summary,
The first position was that of superintendent of
schools.

The county superintendent, although an older office

than the local superintendent, was found to be legally sound
but is gradually being reduced in number in New Mexico
through the process of school consolidation.

The municipal

superintendents were found to be with no legal status in
the state of New Mexico at the present time. This problem
should be rectified at an early date.

A rather extensive

amount of discussion was given to school organization in the
United States to clearly and sharply make a case for the future benefit of the public schools of New Mexico,

Research

shows that only 11 business managers, 6 personnel directors,
and 16 directors of special activities are employed in the
public schools of New Mexico, and none of these are employed with a legal allotment based on need.

In view of the fact

that these persons are all practically without legal status
and employed only where cash balances are available from the
previous year, and the employment of business managers is
directly in conflict with an attorney general's opinion,
schoo^. re-organization needs to be stressed strongly.

The

positions of all of this group need to be set up properly in
legal allotments, based on pupil population, rather than
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on cash balances or on auditor's opinions.
% e directors of curriculum and Instruction number
only X8 in the state of New Mexico pubXie schooXs, and they
must be counted against the XegaX allotment of teachers
for an administrative school unit.

Again, the basing of

employment of such vital employees on cash balances, rather
than on number of teachers or students, is net educationally
sound.
Principals and assistant principals are allowed only
on teacher allotment, and no provisions are made in relation to the number of pupils. As in the case of the supervisors, the laws need to be changed allowing them according
to the number of pupils or teachers.

The present attorney

general's opinion needs to be changed requiring that they
be counted on teacher allotment.
The survey of the number of classroom teachers as
compared to standards set by state accreditation and five
accrediting associations was found to be high when the
ratio of pupil-teacher was given for enrollments and possibly out of line when given for average daily attendance. By
not counting the supervisors and principals against the
allotment, the ratios might be considered as reasonable.
The present law allowing only six special teachers
with one of them being a Spanish teacher, is unrealistic
when compared to present day needs for librarians, guidance
directors, counselors, health, physical education, and recreation teachers, vocal and instrumental music teachers,
art teachers, audio-visual directors, and athletic coaches
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to meet the needs of boys and girls in the public schools
of New Mexico,
The allotment of teachers for the eduoable handicapped
and home bound children was fo\md to be adequate and in
line with accepted practices.
The allowance for school nurses was found to be adequate; however, there needs to be some clarification as to
the number according to pupil population.
Provisions for medical and dental assistance for
pupils, as well as psychologist and psychiatrists, were
not in the allotments.

The need for these must be recog-

nized and met if the schools are going to educate all of
the children of New Mexico.
Visiting teachers are prohibited in one clause of the
law and allowed in another under the cash balance provision.
With a compulsory school law requiring all children to
attend school until their seventeenth birthday, visiting
teaohers are a necessity.
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CHAPTEH V
SUKMAHY, COHCLUSIONS, AITD EECOKI-iSNDATIOiiS
The purposes of the final chapter are:

(1) to s\im-

marize the study, (2) to state the findings, conclusions
and implications derived, (3) to make recommendations that
are believed necessary for the improvement of educational
opportunities provided for children and youth in the public schools of New Plexioo, and finally, to identify areas
for further research that were suggested by this investigation.

The purposes of the study were three fold, namely,
(1) to study the relationship of current statutory provisions for certificated personnel and the actual employment
practices in the public schools of New Mexico, (2) to study
the adequacy of certificated personnel employed during the
school year 1956-57 in terms of educational opportunities
for children, and (3) to recommend changes and modifications
that are believed necessary to improve the situation and provide improved educational opportunities of children and
youth in the public schools of New riexico. All the laws in
the state pertaining to the employment of public school
certificated personnel were analyzed.

In addition, the

attorney general's opinions of 1924, 1941, and 1949 and
state board of education rulings which have had the same impact as laws were cited.

The provisions of the state con-

stitution, pertaining to employment of certificated personnel

(•
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were described.

The school budgets and lists of certificated

personnel for the past three years were obtained from the
state school budget auditor's office and carefully studied.
After due consideration it was decided that the data for the
school year 1956-57 was adequate for the investigation of
legal provisions and actual employment practices in New
Mexico schools. The school personnel employed for the year
1956-1957 were divided into three categories, and their
employment subjected to appraisal against best practices
and findings of research.

The legal allotment was given

for each type of school personnel and compared to employment practices in each instance*
The major findings and conclusions derived from this
investigation, and recommendations believed to be necessary
for the improvement of the public schools of New Mexico, and,
finally, areas needing further study are described in the
following paragraphs.

Amor^ the major findings derived from this study
are the following:
1,

The evolution of teacher allotment laws to cover
all positions in the public schools of New Mexico
began in I923 with the establishment of limitations on the number of teachers, including those
in the special subjects, which a school disrtict
might employ.

In many oases, these laws now

operate as deterrents to the improvement of

to

I
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r
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educational opportunities for children and
youth in New Mexico Public Schools.
2.

Many of the most important recommendations of
the Peabody Survey of New Mexico Public Schools
made la 1948 have not been implemented.

3.

Vfhile the pupil-teacher ratio, according to
average daily attendance, was foimd to approximate acceptable standards, in many schools an
imbalance existed because principals and super-

4.

visors were counted against the classroom allot-

5

ment.

;

The allotment of teachers of special subjects in
New Mexico was found to be incompatible with results of research and practices.

5. The ratio of one supervisor to 80 teachers in
New Mexico was considered high when compared to
recommended standards.
6.

The legal status for administrative and supervisory
personnel, as well as part of the teaching personnel, was found to be indefinite and difficult to
interpret. The allowance for extra personnel in
these areas was based on a cash balance from the
previous year's budget rather than on the needs
of children.

7.

The attorney general's opinion of 1949i requiring
that supervisors and principals had to be counted
against the teacher allotment, limited and restricted the number of classroom teachers that might
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otherwise have been employed*
8.

The need was found to exist for the employment
of additional special personnel in guidance and
counseling, and health and physical education*

9.

The legal provisions for, and actual practices
of, the employment of visiting teaohers needs
to be re-examined in view of the fact that the
legislature of 1957 memorallzed the schools to
improve attendance in the public schools of New
Mexico•

10.

The allotment and employment of teachers for education of eduoable handicapped and home bound
children were found to be in line with recommended standards of educational authorities.

11.

There were no legal provisions for, or employment
of, doctors, dentists, psychologists, psychiatrists, or speech correctionists in the public
schools of New Mexico.

qqU(^l\{§Xqm
Based upon this study, with the limitations previously
given, the following conclusions were derived from this study.
1.

The laws governing allotment of school personnel
in the publio schools of New Mexico should be
re-studied and appropriate modifications made to
better meet the needs of children and youth in
today's schools.
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2.

The actual practices of employment of certificated
personnel, in some schools, exceeds the legal
allotments in certain aspects of the sohool program.

This condition should be corrected by

statutory provisions.
3*

The actual practices in New Mexico have caused
a tendency to add new provisions to existing laws
governing school personnel rather than rewriting school laws in accordance with the needs
of the schools based on the results of research
and best employment practices.

4.

The actual legality of certain employment practices
was difficult if not impossible to determine because they were based on inadequate statutes,
untested attorney general's opinions and regulations,

5-

The municipal school superintendents in New
Mexico Public Schools have no legal status except by inference, whereas county superintendents status was clearly shovm by law.

6.

Assistant superintendents, directors of curriculum and visiting teachers have no legal bases for
their employment since it was based on the fact
that the maintenance budget allowed for extra
personnel when there was a cash balance from the
previous year.

7.

The employment of business managers in the public
schools of New Mexioo was found to be in direct
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conflict with the attorney general's opinion
of 1941•
8«

^ e r e is no legal allotment of supervisors,
principals, and assistant principals in the public schools of New Mexico. They can be employed
only if identified on the school budget form.

In

addition, an attorney general's opinion required
that they be counted against the teacher allotment
9»

The employment of teachers for eduoable handicapped and home bound children was clearly defined
by law and state board of education rulings.

^§<^qm^v,^^Xon§
On the basis of this study, the following recommendations concerning statutory provision and aotual employment of
certificated personnel in the public schools of New Mexico are
believed to be necessary for the improvement of the educational oppcrtvmities of children and youth.
1,

The laws of the state concerning certificated
personnel in the public schools of New Mexico
need to be thoroughly studied by the legislature and by professional and lay people with
the purpose of clarification, removing limitations, and bringing employment more in line with
best practices.

2.

The legal status of municipal superintendents
should be clarified in terms of legal authority for the existence of the position, scope
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of juriedlotiony and relationship to the board
of education*
3*

The sohool budget forms should be revised so as
to provide authorization for legal employment
of persortnel in administration, supervision, and
teaching.

4.

«

Statutory provisions should be made for the employment of sui>erintendents in the areas of
business, personnel, instructional, and special
si^cial services*

Among other things, these

positii^s should be based on the size of the
school2a2i(i demonstrable needs for service.
5*

Supervisors, principals, and assistant principals
should Ibe legally provided according to the number of students and teaohers in the school.
These personnel should not be counted against
the allotment of classroom teaohers.

6.

The law concerning the allotment of teaohers for
special subjects, including guidance and counseling services, audio-visual directors, and directors of health and physical education needs to be
revised in terms of pupil needs.

7.

Provisions should be made in the law for the employment of a visiting teacher in all school
units.

8.

The present allowance for school nurses should be
made legal and the number employed should be based
on the number of pupils to be served.

13^
9«

Legal provisions should be made for the employment of medical doctors, dentists, psychologists,
and psychiatrists where the need can be demonstrated.

The determining factor for the number

to be employed should be the number of pupils to
be served.

Where school size is a limiting fac-

tor in the provision of such services, consolidation or grouping of school units should be
accomplished.
This investigation has suggested the need for additional study of the problem of certificated personnel involved
in the improvement of the public schools of New Mexico.
1.

A study should be made dealing with the actual
writing of the laws necessary to implement the
findings and recommendations of this study.

2.

A study should be made on any one or a combination
of the various categories of certificated personnel setting up the ideal for the state of New
Mexico•

3.

A study of necessary re-organization of school
districts in New Mexico in terms of ability to
have a comprehensive school program that meets
the needs of children and youth in the state.

4.

A study should be made of school budget€u?y practices as related to program development in terms
of pupil needs in New Mexico Public Schools.
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APPENDIX B

'^3-12-T. IfaxlMUM nuBtber of teachers to be enployed.—Bbt more than
one (1) teacher ehaU be ea^jl^^
—
(a) In ruaml schools to every tventy (20) pupils or aajor fraction
thereof.
(b) In municipal schools, to every tuenty-five (25) pupUs or aajor
fraction thereof; and Provided that rural eleaentary schools eBQ)loylng
over 10 teachers thaU be classified as aunicipal schools for the purposes of this act only.
(c) In hij^ schools, to every twenty (20) piqpils or aaJor fraction
thereof; and
(d) In Junior hlg^ schools, to every twenty-five (25) pupils or
•ajor fraction thereof,
(e) Public elementary schools approved by the state board of education aay eagploy the folloving teachers:
(l) In -Uie first and second grades, one (1) teacher nay be employed
for each tventy-tvo (22) pupils or aajor fraction thereof in average
daily attendance.
Where the total nuiaber of pupils in average dally attendance in any
rural school is less than tventy-five (25), but in excess of eight (8),
one (1) teacher nay be eaplc^ed in such school. Provided, that in hig^
schools established on or before March 13, 1923, and having less than 31
and more than l8 regularly enrolled high school pupils in average dally
attendance, two (2) teachers nay be enployed. Aad, Provided further,
that in rural schools in which the average daily attendance during the
school year of 1922-23 was less than 38 and nore than 30, and in i^lch
the entire ei£^t elenentary grades are tau^t, tvo (2) teachers nay be
allowed.
The above nuoibers shall be cootputed upon the basis of average daily
attendance. Teachers of special subjects shall not be Included in the
authorised number of teachers nentioned in this section^ but no teacher
of special subjects shall be employed unless there are at least forty
(4o) regularly enrolled hie^ school pupils in average daily attendance,
and not more than one (l) teacher of specicLl subjects shall be enployed
for each forty (kO) pupils or najor fraction thereof; Provided that in
rural elenentary schools one (l) teacher of special subjects nay be employed for each five hundred (500) pupils or naJor fraction thereof in
average daily attendance vitiiln the county unit; Provided, however, that
in ev«ry hifi^ school vith fifty (50) or more pupils, one (1) special
teacher in addition to those already provided for nay be enployed providing that such teacher is qualif ied to teach both Spanish and English
and does teach classes in Spanish, and in no event shall the total nuaber
of teachers of special subjects exceed six (6) in number.
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APPENDIX C

lATIOKAL EDUCATION A6S0CIATI0K OF THE UNITED STATES
1201 Sixteenth Street, Northwest, Iteshington 6, D. C,
Research Division
April 1952
PROPOSED PROGRAM OF ESSENTIAL SERVICES
FOR SLBMERTARY AND SECC^iOARY SCEOOXSy
A basic problem in attenspting to deteimlne the necessary cost for
education is to define and agree upon the services that are to be provided. The prinary assignment given the comiittee was to determine what
educaticm should cost. It was necessary, therefore, that the estinates
of costs be based on sosse specific definition of an educational program.
In order to gather data on costs of such a program it was agreed that
certain selected school districts woiild be studied aad that most of these
district should be providing what is recognized as a reasonably satisfactory educational prograa. The list or proposed prograa of essential
services for both elementary and hi|^ school education, discussed in the
preceding section^ was developed and furnished to the selected districts
as a basis to be used by then in estlaatlng idiat a niniaua acceptable
educational prograa would cost. It was recognis&ed that in some cases
the districts were alz^ady providing more adequate services than were
proposed in the list. For exaaple, the proposed progran called for provision of a counselor for each 1200 elenentary pupils, and the district
might have been providing a counselor for each 1000 pupils. There was
no suggestion in the study that any such district should cut back its
service but rather that it should at least be providing the services included in the list. If the district were providing services not included
or were providing the services nore generously, they were to assume that
policy would be continued in effect in submitting their estimate of costs.
The Unitations of the proposed program were recognised fully in the
study. It is possible for anyone to argue that any one of the services
as proposed is either Inadequate or too generous. So far as this study
was eoacemed, the proposals represent sljag>ly a starting point for determining what an adequate progran vould cost in terms of 1950-51 dollar
values, Biose who feel that the defined program is inadequate at any
point, or that necessary services have been coitted, can nake their own
cost estimates on the basis of the services needed. The program of services used in this study is as follows:

1/ Source; Califorala Association of School Adninistrators, Conaittee
on Financial Support of Education. Financial Support of the Public
Schools in California. Nunber 3, jpasadena: the Association (35 North
Raynond Ave,}, 1951. p, 21-23.
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Proposed Progran of Essential Services at the El«aeatary School Level;
(Based on ratios and unit costs as indicated below)
A.

Certificated Personnel
1. Average class enrollment: 30
2. One counselor for 1200 pupils
3. One psychologist for 2400 p\q?lls
4. One supervisor for 35 teachers
5. Per-pupil cost in terns of 1950-51 salary schedule,

B.

Other Instructional Services
1. Clerlcal-adainistratlve service: One day per week for each
100 pupils
2. Clerical-teacher service: One day per week for each 300 piipils
3. Library service: personnel, books and pan^xlets for each pupil,
including Beading, Social Studies, History, Geography, Art,
Music, Science, professional and unit books at cost of $5
per pupil
4. Audio-visual aid service: at cost of $3 per p u p H
5. Instructional supplies based on cost of $5 per pupil

C. Auxiliary Services
1. Attendance azid child welfare personnel: One for each 2500 pxxpiXB
2, One doctor for each 5000 pupils
3* One nurse for each 1000 pupils
4, One dental hygienist for each 5000 p\:qpils
Proposed Progran of Essential Services at the Hlfi^ School Level;
(Based on ratios and per unit costs as indicated below)
A.

Certificated Personnel
1, Average class enrollnent: 30
2. One counselor for 400 pupils
3. One psychologist for 1200 pupils
4, One st;qpervisor for 40 te«u:hers
5. Per-pupil cost ia t e m s of 1950-51 salary schedule
6, Hlg^ school teachers to have one preparation period dally

B.

Other Instructional Services
1, Library Service:
a. One full-tlB» librarian for 500 pupils
b. One full-tlB» clerk for 1000 pxxpils
c. Per-pupil allotoent: $2.50
2, Clerical Service: One clerk for 350 pupils
3, Instructional Supplies
a. General
$5.00 per pupil in
b. Art
6,00 per pupil in
c. Agriculture
5.00 per piqpll in
d. Home Bcononics
7.00 per pupil in
e. Music
6,00 per pupil in
f. Wood Shop
6,00 per pupil in
g. Machine Shop
9.00 per pupil in
h. Radio Shop
7.00 per pupil in
1. Auto Mschanics
6.00 per pupil in

total enrollnent
class
class
class
class
class
class
class
class
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J. Boys' Physical Education
3.50 total nale enrollnent
k. Girls' Jhysical Education
2.00 total fenale enrollnent
4, Audio-Visual Service: $3 per pupil
5. Textbooks: $6 per pupil
C. Auxiliary Services
1. Attendance and child welfare personnel: One for each 1200 p\q»ils
2. Health service personnel:
a. One doctor for each 5000 pupils
b. One nurse for each 1000 pupils
c. One dental hygienist for each 5000 pupils
d. One c^xic for each 1500 pupils
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APPENDIX D

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
State of New Msxico
SANTA FE
June 27, 1956
Mr, M. G, Hunt, Superintendent
Portales Public Schools
Portales, New Msxlco
J^ dear Mike:
In response to your letter of June 21, may I assure you that I will be
very happy to send the needed letter with reference to the value of
such a study as you are making for your doctoral dissertation.
There are several aspects to the problem of our present teacher eOlotment law as compared to actual practices as well as to actual needs in
our public school system that deserve further study and action by the
legislature. For sometime I have been pondering the problem of amending present legislation to take care of some of the weaknesses in the
present statuatory provisions.
I certainly believe that we should amend the pupil-teacher ratio law to
provide for enough special services without having to penalize the classroom teacher suLlotment in order to secure the needed special teachers.
As it now stands, our teacher load is increased, and fewer classroom
teachers are hired in each instance in order that the special services,
which you mentioned in your letter, namely, supervisors, various directors and special teachers, could be employed.
This is one of the problems which I might emphasize because I feel so
strongly that instruction of children in the classrooms is siiffering in
order to provide funds for other purposes.
If you recall, I supported a special teachers bill at the last session
of the Legislature for the above mentioned reasons.
Sincerely yours,
/s/
GLLtsJ

Georgia L. Lusk

Georgia L. Lusk
Superintendent of Public Instruction
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state of New Mexico
Office of the State Comptroller
EDUCATIONAL BUDGET AUDITOR
Post Office Box 668
SANTA FE

June 26,

1956

Mr. M. G, Hunt
Superintendent of Schools
Portales, New Mexico
Dear Mr, Hunt:
Your letter concerning your study of personnel allotment in the
New Mexico school systems has been received.
I am quite interested in your studyfiuidhope that in some way you
can come up with a proposal which also ties in with the distribution laws (not present, but those to be desired). At the same time
it appears there should be an actual procedure or plan for school
personnel in administration as well as in the teaching field. In
the past various school units within this state have desired various
styles in administrative organization, while I some times feel we
woiild benefit more if we had a plan designed %diich could be adapted
to various size school districts.
A pleua for administrative and other personnell that could be used
under our finance plan and adjusted to various size schools in the
state woxild certainly be beneficial to the state.
Sincerely,
/s/

Homer W. Heathman, Jr.

Homer W. Heathman, Jr.
HWH:meg
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NEW MEXICO EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
130 South Capitol Street
P. 0. Box lij99
Santa Fe, New Mexico
June 26, 1956
Mr. M. G. Himt
Superintendent of Schools
Portales, New Mexico
Dear Mike:
Your letter \mder date of June 22, I956, addressed to Mr. Tom Wiley
has arrived in his absence from the office. Since he will not return from the NEA and State Secretaries' meeting xintil aroiind the
middle of July, I am taking the liberty of answering your letter.
I believe a study on a comparison between the present teacher allotment law as conrpared to actual practice would be of great worth to
the schools of New Mexico. There seems to be considerable variance
from the allotment of the number of teachers under the state law.
There are a number of places ^ i c h do not employ the full quota of
teachers allowed them by law. There are others who employ the full
quota of teachers allowed under the law, and in addition, get in
supplementary personnel under the titles of Assistant Superintendent,
Director of Curriculimi, Business Msmager, and et cetera. Los Alamos
hires a considerable number of teachers outside of the present state
allotment law. These are paid for out of AEC funds and are handled
in a direct charge fund beginning this September. Prior to this
date, I believe they have been carried in the regular school maintenance fund, which of course is not exactly according to the terms
of the law,
I am sorry that I do not know of suiy studies on this particular subject. I believe your most valuable source of information would be
the Educational Budget Auditor's office.
With kindest personal regards, I remain
Sincerely yours,
/s/
CHW:mfl

Chas.

Chas. H. Wood
Assistant Executive Secretary

DEMING PUBLIC SCHOOIS
R. R. Lewis, Superintendent
Deming,

New Mexico

July 16, 1956

Mr. M. G. Hunt,
Superintendent of Schools,
Portales, New Mexico.
Dear Mr. Hunt:
I am sure that you must be doing a very significant
document in your comparison of the legal statutory
provisions of the teacher allotment law and the actual
practices in teacher allotment.
For many years we have needed to bring the legal provisions and actual practices into agreement. Your
findings and recommendations along this line could very
well be the impetus for action by the State Board of
Education and the State Legislature, in revising the
teacher allolaaent law. So far as I know, no other
study of this kind has been done, nor do I know where
you could find materials which would be helpful in the
study. You are probably pioneering in this field.
I wish you every success in it.
Sincerely yoiirs,
/s/

R. R. Lewis

R. R. Lewis
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APPENDIX E

DEPARTMENT OF AUDIO - VISUAL INSTRUCTION
NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
1201 Sixteenth Street Northwest, Washington 6, D. C

February 28, I956

Mr. M. G. Hunt
Superintendent of Schools
Portales Public Schools
Portales, New Mexico
Dear Mr. Hunt:
Naturally the number of supervisors needed varies with
the use being made of audio-visual materials within a
school system. At the present time, opinion supports
the following:
a)

One full time professional audio-visual
person for each forty classroom teachers.

b)

Audio-visual coordinators within each
school building in the ratio of one per
eight himdred pupils.

Some authorities quote figures based on the amount of
released time for the audio-visual supervisor suggesting ten minutes for each teacher.
Sincerely yours,
/s/

Anna L. Hyer

Anna L. Hyer
Associate Executive Secretary
ALH:Jr
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